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Preface

As indicated in the graat submission for this ploject (Appkinlix I) whilst there

has recently developed a sizeable litelaturo statistieal model building for

longitudinal data, there have been few at-tempts to study the applicability

of these models to real data. 'Iwo developments, largely since the submission,

have however influenced the course of the research reported' here. F;rstly,

the grant holder has completed hit:methodological research under .11 Grant

No. 400-75-004 I. This covered part of the ground under part (a) of the

submission (see Goldstein, 1979) and drew attention to the need to compare

instrumental variable estimators using different choices of instrumental

variables with regard to their consistency. Secondly, more progress has been

made in the, use of Structural-Equation models in longitudinal data, partiinlarly

by Karl Joreskog and his co-workers in a project on "Statistical methods for

the analysis of longitudinal data", and the computing difficulties have been

substantially alleviated with the availability of the LISREL program (Joreskog

and Sorbom, .1978), now into its 5th version. This suggested the use of these

pr'ocedures on the NODS data.

01.

As a result of the first development, a substantial' part of this project has

Been devoted to the examination of the method of instrumental variables

estimation. Estimates obtained using different variables as,instrumenlal

variables are compared in the light of theoretically derived hypotheses about

their relative'values in the regression of 16,year on 11 year scores; separately

for tests of re-Tiding and mathematics (see Appendices 5a, 5b).

Structural Equation models were applied in an exploratory sense to the regression

of 11 year on 7 year reading attainmtsnt and ip a confirmatory sense'to the

relationship between reading attainments over the three ages 7, 11 and 16, and the

parameter estimates compare'l with those obLained lising the instumelLial

variables method (see Appendix 6). In addition, a reTianalysis is given of

an application of Structtiral Equatioas models to reliability estimation on
o

longitudinal data showing the depcn&nce of the estimates on the particular

final modelst.used (see Appendix 6). Expressions for the inconsistency of

Instrumental Variables estimates in terms of jhe correlations of the errors

of measurement of the variabler involved are given and Structural Equations

methods'are'uscd to obtain estimates of these correlations (see Appendix 7).

Preliminary to any anal>si of such a dotaset as the National Child Development

Study (de,,cribcd in AppendiN 2) it is necessaly lo,chek on the distributional

character i st i Cs of the relevant variables and if rwcessary to y out

transformations. A Discussion is given (se Appendix 4) of possible

transformations of variables and-the conditions lot (heir use. Ver. the

iii
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possible conflict between trans fotmat ions which give 1 i tteari ty of te1ation:.hip::
and those which give marginal Ito) mal Ly 1.%and whe, the dat .1 do no(
posses the property of multivariate normality. in addition when many valiables
arc' used simultaneously in an analysjs, such as when using a number of
instrumonW variables, baftround variables or multiple inditatois pf a

lAnt variable, the problem of partial non-lepense is high1goted where

one or more of the relevant variables are miscing 1.0r tt pdrticular CJS.

A method of interpolation of part nen-response due to Beale and little
(1976) is examined on Lhe NCI)S dal a (sec Appendix S) and a comparison is made .

of estimates obtained by this met hod which uses the information f rum part in]
non- respondents,wiflt estimates obtained when all such cases are deleted.

Some thought has been given to the analysis of models of measurLment error in

'Categorical data in part icular foij obtaining measures of change in true social
class between two ages by correcting the observed social mobility matrix for
error in social class as suggested in the discussion in Goldstein (1979a)
This work is not reported here since we have been tillable as yet to solve the
computing, problems involved in obtaining reasonable estimates of the
conditional proballili ties relating the true social class probabi i Lies at difrerent
ages. llowever, estimates of measurement error of social class obtained from
three data sets (see ,Appendix 10) were used in a model of the regression of
attainment on a measure of social class mix correcting this measure for error
in social class (see Appendix 9). This model was tested on data from a
large Literacy survey and the correction for measurement ,,trror was shown to
alter the cone], sions substantially. Other points in the research submission
not examined in detail are the study of log- linear models and of scoring methods
for categorical data. On the log-linear model s, init ial work failed to give
promising resul Ls. this is not to deny the potential of these methods and the
comparisons suggested in the research submission are still considered valuable.

t'The scoring methods for categorical data were not examined in detail, though
an invest igation was made of the effect 'on the parameters of the structural
equation models of alternative scoring methods for the teachey ratings
(see Appendix G)

The report has been divided, for convenience, into five chapters and

ten appendices, with individual res'ponsi',i 1 it y for the at Ler being, indicated
whe re appropriate.

lV-

PI

Russel i Eeob
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1. Models for Measurement of quantitative variables

.1 Models of measurement error

We briefly describe classical test score theory and latent variable theory,

give a definition of reliability and show iLs relation to measurement 'error

variance.

Let x.k he a measurement of individual i on a test item j at occasion k, then

the classical Lest theory model is that .

x.1. = T1..
3

+ u..
3k 131:

(1)

where u.. the measurement error and T is the true value or true score.ul.ik T.
ij

The error is a random variable defined as having zero qxpectntion over

replications and zero correlatioh with the true score. The variance of the

measurement error is
au u2k

. .

Though sometimes described as a latent variable model this model is ssentially
. -

different in that expectations are taken over reAications within individuals

as opposed to okrer Sndividuals in the latent variable model. This latter model

is contrasted with the classical test theory model in Appendix 3, where a

formal axiomatic basis for the two models are given and it is shown that an

additional axiom is required for the latelit variable model in order that it

can be used in the classical test Ceory context, and traditional reliability

estimates used. This extra axiom is that the covariance of error.S.'of any

two individuals over ..plications is zero and is called the axiom of

experimental indomilence between persons.`' Conditions undei whi,ch this

axiom may,not hold are given in Appendix 3 as well as references to the

relaxation of this axiom. This axiom will be assumed to hold for the remainder

of this report where latent variables and classic.] test theory are used

interchangeably. uce the term true score in all contexts;

For a given occasion and item or test, x, the reliability (R) of x is given by

(we omit the individual subscripts from now on)

R =,0,2/02

f x
(2)

2
where a

T
is the variance of true scores over indivieaills and thus

0
2 = o 2

- a' (3)

. For a test composed of many items an assumption of local iiidependente l tween

items is necessary for the use of both classical Lests'theory and latent variable

thogry. This is described also in Appendix 3 and it is shown

1.1
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that it is required in the formulae for t lac t rad i ion.t1 re] i ab i 1-i y vs: i mat es

which make use of the relations between t he i ems in a test,

1)15%,Relationshi is between true scores on two occasions

One possibility for mcde 1 ing the relation between variables into

standardise the distribution:: at each occasion thus assuming. a conmimi scale.

et When this is done and the crude difference between the variables is

considered as a measure of change we have the unconditional model for rcliange

over time. This model has deficiences when comparing chaRges between 2 or

more subgroups of the population, (formcd by dividing the population say in

terms of sex of social class) as the` variation within each of the jivrOUpS may ,

not then .be constant across occasions. In addition the-error variances on

the two Occasions are unknown and possibly unequal for di fferent subgroups,

so that the subgroup variances of the true scores on the separate occasions

are unk.own.

In the remainder of this report we-consider the condi,A.onal regression model

.for true scores,

i
2

= a +g T
1

+e (4)

The rationale for choosing this,model is discussed in detail by Goldstein

(1979).: Briefly, inferences drawn from this model are robust against

'non-vliniiar scale transformations and the model implidilly incorporates
4

the time asymetry present in tho,.4eal aworld. Neither of these droperties is
1/4-;,,

shared by the simple "hinge modal.

,V
t

'1.3 'Models for true stores measured on, fore' than two occasions

We consider measurement at three separate occasions and the generalisation

to more than 'three is straightforward. Linear regression equations relating

the true scores 'for . a given attainment over the three occasions can be

written as

T2 = a
1

+61T1 + e
1

T3 =
2

+ 2T1 + y 2 '1'
2

4 e,.

(5)

(6)
s

A system of equations of this form is called a recursive system as for each

new equation in the system a variable is introduced which is not present in

any previ ous equation in the system. The identification of this system, or

the existence of uniqne parameter estimates is,disussed by Johnstelln (1977.,

p 365), Tt requires in part icular that the correlation between errors

11
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2

is known.

A Zero coire lat. ion between these error :: is necessary in order that the Ordinary

Least Squares (OLS) estimates when applied to each equation separately gives

efficient estimates and for each equation a zero correlation between these

errors and the independent variables is necessary for consistent estimates.

Neither ofthese conditions will hold if the equaeions are mis-specified, for

instance'hy the exclusion of a relevant variable, or for examine by the exclusion'

of a quadratic or higher order term in one of the independent variables in the

equation.

For the NOS data booth for reading and mathematics attainment, almost linear

relationships between observed scores at each par of ages 7, 11 and 16 can

be obtained by suipable transformations of test scores which also produce

a ratio of maximum to minimum variance around the regression line not exceeding

2.0. This is achieved for both attainments by empirical transformations whiCh

give standard norn1 distributions for the 1; and 16 year scores, the 7 year reading

test value for reading being transformed to give a linear relationship witlt.

the 11 year scores. The mathematics 7.year raw score is roughly normally
si"

distributed and linearly relater. to the 11 score without transformation.

The transformation of the 7 year reading scon, is required because of the.strang

ceiling effect on this test (22% of the observations were :n the top 2 out

of 3n values) and though rendered more normal by this transformation, the

skewness and kurtosis remain high, -1.1 and 3.3 respectively.

Thus mis-specification in the above models will be due only to omitted

variables rather than non-linearities. One relevant omitted variable is

SocialClassandincludingthisvariableasasetofdtmmi}variables(w.).
Equations (s) and 6) become

T
2

T. a
1

+ + F.6
11
.w. + e

1
.1

T = a.
2

+ B T + y2T2 + .w. e
2, 3 4 2i1 2j j

(7)

(8)..

This moilel still (hies not accommodate changes in Social Class between the

occasions and thisIis eithcr accomplished by including the values at each

occasion in equation (8) or by including the value at the 2nd occasion and

the change between the 1st and 2nd occasion, the latter giving an easier

interpretation as well as more precise parameter estimates, since social

class is highly dssociated at occasions
1 and 2.

The model can be further extended to the case where two depeadent variables,

for example mathematics and readipg attainment, are related across occasions.

This case has been considered in doyil by Coldstein (1979) and we shall

not pursue it futther.

1.3 11
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1.4 Measurement error: ldeetification Problem::

Consider first the case of one independent vaTiable aad the relationship

between tne tme scores given in equation (4).

We now add the measurement equation from classical test score theory (equation 1)

OO°6°

x = T 4 U
1 1 1

(9)

x2 72 4 U2 (10)

whereVarCY'02.9W11-(1")' 0
ui '

and ass.ime that under the classical test

theory axioms the covariances between the measurement errors 11
1,

u
2

and between

the measurement errors, tr.)11., and the disturbance term in (4), Are al: zero.
1

*O.

If we assume in addition , that the variables T1, T2 and the errors III, 112,e

are normally distributed then all the distribuLional information is contained

in the first two moments as the observed variables are also normally distribut20.

We have

where

E(x!) =PI say

Efx
2

) =
+ 8111

Var (x I) = 02 + a'
1 u

1

Var (x2) szaz
+a v2

Cov (x, x2) = Pa2

a 2
. a

2

11 u2 e

( 1)

which expresses the 7 unknown parameters in terms of th,, 3 obre:ved means, variances
and covariances. Note. however that 0

v is sufficient for inferelces about f, so

that we will consider on!v the estimation of the six unknowns, ;032, 02
u

1

a 2
These equations may also be obtained from the likelihood function of

sthe observations. By exranination of these equations it can be seen that once R
is determined, a and n

I

can be found by substitution. To solve the remaining

equations we aced a further restriction. One possible restriction is a '=ku2

which corresponds to the use or a value R
1

of the reliability of x
1

viz, k = (I R
1

)/R
1 . Other possible restrictions are a ' known, or the ratio

U
1

02 /02 known. The restriction 02
e

= 0 will sometimes hold in toe physicalu
1

sciences and is the case dealt with by Madansky (1969).

The equations (11) set may also be identified by using extra infonmnion from

other variables. These may be either replieatp observationo on x
1

1.4 12
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or ,other, correlated, variables known an 'instrumental' vAriables.

With replicate observations wherc their.measuremeut errors

are uneorrelated, this 'provides an estimate of o2 and flenee R

leading to identification.

The instrumental variable, Z, is assIng'd to have zero covaria

with the errors n
2

n
1-

and e. We then have cov( x27, ) = 13 cov(y ) and

we obtain an estimate of 13 which allows'the ()the]. 3 parameters Lb-be
1=21

determined 'uniquely.

may also ask what are the general conditions under which this model

without extra information is not identified. It turn's Otit-(tiersol, 1950)

that the only conditions under which identification does-,not hold is
9

when,T1),,Z2 are normally distributed or are constant; the lack of ' A
identification resulting from the absence of information about the

parameters from moments higher than the second which are all zero in the

normal distribution case. A generalisation of this condition co the

multiple regression case is that the parameter vector 13 is identified if

and only if there exists no linear combination of the vector T which is

normally distributed(4igner,Kapteyn and Nansbeek, 198f). The simple model

is identilida even when ,T is normally distributed if neither the,J 1

distributions of c'2-or a
v

2 have a normal distribution (Riersol, 1950).

Where u1, u
2
and T have non-zero covariances then independent estimates

. *- of these values are itquired for identificati6.

1.5
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2. Methods of Estimation

2;1 Correction. for unreliability or measurement error variance of the

independent variable

For the one independen variable case, we have from (0

x2 = a + + (e + u2)

and it can be seen that, due to the pre:ence of the term ul whose correlation

with xi is (1-R), the error term is now negatively correlated with xi.

7

The ordinary least squares(OLS) estimator, 8 of 8 then has expectation
OLS

in the limit as the sample site tends to infinity,

E(BOLS) 13

o
u

2

1 = 8.12

+ ct

1

2 20
xl u 1

1

and a consistent estimator Cot R is thus obtained by

8
OLS

= 8/R

In finite samples

Richardson and Wu

This, gives a bias

(12)

.

of size n the expectation of 1.1,,s has been shown by

(1970) to be E (BLS)
13 { 1

+ 2R(1-R) + 0( 4)}.
n .

n

of less than 1 in 10,004 for the present data.

In the NCDS data then, where the reliability (R) is not known precisely

but an unbiased estimate of R, distributed independently of 8
O

is
LS,

available, then 8* is almost unbiased. The measurement error of the
OLS

reliability estimate itself will inflate the variance of Bus And this

can be taken into account (Fuller and Hidiroglou (1978)).

A number of similar methods are available for the multiple regression

case to take into account known or estimated variances and covariances

of measurement errors (Ilidiroglou, Fuller, Hickman, 1979).

Estimation procedures have been described for the iollowing cases

a) when the reliability of each independent variable is either known or

estimated, when the reliability of the dependent variable may or may

not be known (Fullor and Hidiroglou, 1978) .

b) for f.onera1 , E o 7 being known or for which estimates are
nu uw w

available; a
n

being unknown but positive (Fuller, 1980)..

c) when Eqp, Yuw only aro known and where a 7 and 0 7 are unknown but
. w

positive (Hidiroglou, Fuller and Hickman, 1979) and

d) for the above case where E is 'zero, X not being, assumed
uw un

2.1 14



diagonal (Fuller, 1980), the spoialisaLion to J;agonal
uu

beim,

given by (Warren et al , 1974).

All these results apply more generally fir multiple dependent variables.

The TsLimation methods arc all based on least 'quarts and make no

assumption about the distribution of the independent variables.

2.2 Instrumental Variable estimation

kdrawback td*illese methods is the peed_ to make the assumption that

X- is known or in particular is zero or can be estimated. The InstrumentalVV7

Variable methods which use extraneous information provide consistent
A

estimates of 0 and Cov(8) even when'E
vw is unknown, provided the instrumental

variable used in conjunction with a particular independent variable is

uncorrelated with the error in both the independent and dependent variables

and also with the equation disturbance term.

This method was used by Goldstein (1979) to correct the measurement error.

of 7 year scores of reading and mathematics using teacher ratings at

the same age, since no good estimate of the reliability of the test

was available. Ecob and Goldstein (1981) examined the suitability of

instrumental variable estimation for estimation of change in reading and

mathematics between the ages of 11 and 16 in the same Study by comparing

estimates using different instrumental variables and after having formulated

hypotheses as to their likely values. This paper is reproduced as

Appendix 5b, the theory'of the method being given in Appendix 5a.

As the OLS estimator consistently estimates VR,the instrumental variable

estimator will also give a consistent estimate of the reliability (R) of
estimator.

the independent -variables by dividing the OLS estimator by the instrumental variable

An,expression for the asymptotic Variance-Covariance estimate of the vector

--;:'of,tegression coefficients, measurement errors of independent variables
-41.

"and disturbances is given in Kapteyn and Wansbeck (1978) which enables

the standard errors of the reliability estimates Lo be obtained.

2.3 A unified approach to estimation in the just-identified case

}apteyn and Winsbeck (1978) present an estimator for the multiple regression

situation of hich includes the estimator in a) and h) above as special

cases.

The consistent adjusted least squares (GALS) estimator is of the form

2.2



A
- 1

= (x' x) (xix-n() bus

where C is the variance covariance matrix of the errors, u in X and b
OLS

is the ordinary least s^uares regression estimator. As C is not generally

known an identifying restriction is made which is either exact, in general

F(8, a
e
2, C ) = 0 or stochastic, F((, cs

c
2, C (A))= 0 where A is an unkbown

vector of random variables.

2.4 Estimation in Structural equation models

The two principal programs avaibble COSAN (McDonald, 1980) and LISREL

(Joreskog and.Sorboti, 1981) both now offer a variety of estimation methods

(least squares, generalised least squares and maximum likelihood). (See also Bender'
& Weeks, 1980).

The option of generalised least squares estimation in LISREL V (Joreskog

and Sorbom, 1981) allows the modelling of data which arenot of multivariate

normal form, the maximum likelihood estimates having unknown distributional

properties. The program used in the application of structural equation

mdelling in Appendix 6, LISRFL IV, uses maximum likelihood estimation

methods and some investigation of the effect of the non normal distribution

on the parameter estimates'i:t; made.

i

2.1
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3. A Summary of the results of Instrumental Variable estimation and

Structural equation modellinv. to the NCDS Data.

We here summarise Lhe approach used and conclusions reached by Ecob

and Goldstein (1981) using instrumental variables. A number of possible

variables were examined separately as possible choices of instrumental

variables in Lhe estimation of regression of attainment at 16 years on

altainment., at 11 years in reading and mathematics separately. These

included Leacher ratings at ages 7, 11 and 16 of a variety of attainments

and skills and also the social class of the-father when the child was at

each of these ages. Then a number of-hypotheses were set up, motivated

by theoretical expectations regarding the relationship between particular

instrumental variables and the errors of measurement in the independent

and dependent variables separately and the disturbance term of the

regression equation. These related for Lhe teacher ratings, to whether

they measured the same or different attainment and whether they were

measured on the same occasion as the independent or dependent variables.

The results suggested that teacher ratings on the same attainment'as that

tested when taken at the same time as tht tests were positively correlaL.A

with test score error, and that this correlation was lower when the

teacher rating was of a different attainment from that tested bat still

persisted when the rating was taken at a different time from the test.

lloweVer, teacher ratings were uncorrelated with the disturbance terms.

In contrast, social class was correlated with disturbance terms though not

with test score error. Whilst none of the instrumental variables exactly

satisfied the conditions fora consistent estimate, the correlations with

test score measurement errors of the teacher ratings worked in opposite

directions for the dependent and independent variables. Excluding ratings

taken at the same occasion as the dependent variable and also social class
9f the regression coefficient

gave estimates/within a reasonably narrow range. (0.94 to 0.99 for reading

attainment and 0.84 and 0.92 for matILiatics attainment) which was of the

same order as the standard error (0.13 to 0.18).

a
ti

The estimated standard errors using suitable insirumental variables individually is

shown to be less than was obtained by the split half method used,by Goldstein

(1979) on 300 cases though not as low as obtainable by the split half

method applied to the whole data. The reliabilities of reading and mathematics

attainment were also examined separately in different social classes by

this method and different values for estimites of both reliabilities and

of the variance of measurement error were found. yhese all6ued es... at...s (1-

the true correlation between attainments at each age within social class

to be made.

3.1
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The structural equation modelling approach is applied to the NCPS data

in, Appendix 6 and we briefly summarise here the procedures used and

conclusions reached. Though not always clear cut there is a distinction

to be made bet.weel exploratory analyses in which the model is systematically

extended to invol o larger numbersof parameters i4 order to provide a

better 6t to the data and confirmatory analyseswIlere restrictions arc made

to the model and a cepted according to tests of fit.
. -

The exploratory analyses were used in. an investisgatioli of reading attainment

at ages 7 and 11. The change in reading attainment between these ages was

examined using the conditional regression relation of equation (4).

The analyses suggested that the addition of either of two extra indicators

had little effect on the parameter estimates.

The relationship between reading attainment at the three ages 7, 11 and 16

was then examined. A substantial improvement in fit was found by assuming

a test specific factor for the reading tests at each age and this '74

found to load particularly highly on the reading tests at II and 16 (the

same reading test was used on these occasions). The addition of a test

specific factor for teacher ratings ftirthertmproved the fit of the model.

The estimates of the structural relationship parameter wore compared with\the

instrumental variable 'estimates and broad agreement was found.

'.3.2 1. 18



4. Measurement Error in categorised variables

The estimation procedures for models with qualitative variables subject to

measurement error assume constancy of measurement error distributions,

independent of Lrue values. Where the measurement error is in discrete

or categorised variables, however, this distribution will not generally

he independent of the true value or category. Thus, the probablity of

misclassifying an observation will in general depend on the true underlying

category to which it belongs.

In Appendix 8, a simple model is proposed for analysing measurement errors

in social class, assuming just two Categories and known misclassification

probabilities. The results show that quite large adjustments to model

parameters are obtained when estimating true score coefficients and this

suggests that there is a need systemati,:z.Illy to develop methods for

dealing with such data. .

4.1
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5. Further Research

The projet has shown how a large longitudinal data Sel can be used.

empirically to Provide estimates of measurement error variance. 11,/o particular

areas of further research have also been identified viz.

1. Xhe extensiouitof structural equation models Co handle

partial information (i.e. sample estimates) about measurement

error variables.

2. The development and the empirical testing Of models

for measurement error in categorical data.

It is our view also, that the present project has demonstrated the need

for empirically based data analysis to study the assumptioiisof the various

models of measurement error. While we see a need for yet more theoretical

development, there is a danger that this could outrun the ability of

existing data to discrminiate between alternative model assumptions. In

particular, thL. NCDS data and other similar large data sets should be

exploited fully -in the development of new techniques.

0

5.1
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111!.1:111Y. T !:t t ;Milt;

1;th-ilu:Alen

Since tho bringing together of the fir%t broad eallection of papers

dealing with the problcolo of longitudinel studie (Harris, 190),

research workers, especially in the childdevelopment field, have

become extremely interesjcd in designing end analysing such studies.

It has been recognised by such workers that certain questions of interest

be answered only with longitudinal, datdand hcncethere ha's been a

practical stimulus to tho development of apprepriate methodology,

especially that concerned with statistical model building. Much ef_j

this model building has developed from, the origin.:' :evarian
.

structures model of Jorcskog (1970), and there is now a sizeabi

literature dealing-with elteraative models for enalysis; a useful sort

bibliogreph is giver: by Jpreskog and Sorbom (19'B), .

Along with these developments, 'however, tneu seem to have been few

attempts to study the applicabilty of diffe'ent specielisations of the

models to real data. Because of the need to incorporate parameters,

especially measurement errors and high order time lags, these mode:s'

tend to be oveparameterised. Thus, in eny practical application

particular parameter values or relations between parameters need to be

specified, There is a similar p-roblem with more traditional techniques

such as factor analysis, end experience with their application to real

data suggests that the problems are not cpsy to resolve.

It appears to the applicant, therefore, that a useful contribution to the

subject nt its present stege of development would be tho. testing of soma:

of the ossumptions in these models with 6 view to obtaining sPecialisations

which come a clone es possible to realistic descriptions of actual, data.

Two trod opprooche: are aveilable in tackling this question. First one

may attenot to simulntn. reelistic situations and hence compare the

performonco of altenetive models. Although 11:eful, this epproach would

bo not only verYtime consuming, but would lose much of its. usefulm"
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unlesn the simulata structures were in fact known to be realistic.

For this reason it seamslogically to come after a second approach

'has been tried, and with which this application is largely concerned.

ThisS second approach involves the application, testing and further

development of oathersitical and statistical models for the analysis of

longitudinal` educational 'slid social data; using data obtained from an

extensive and representative sample of individuals. The data set it

is proposed to use, known as the National" Child Development Study, is

briefly described in the next section, following which the specific

aims of the project are detailed.

The National Child Development Study

#

The data set which willibe used in the investigation consist of

measurements made on the total cohort of children born in Britain

during "rd-9th March, 1959. These 17,d00 babies were the subject of a
ea*

large survey at birth, and at the ages of 7, 11 and 16 years. At the

three latter ages, a large amount of educational data were obtained as

well as sociol,'physical and medical data. At the age of ip, about

87% of,the survivors still living in Britain provided information, some

14,600. Preliminary investigations (Goldstein, 1976) suggest that no

serious revonse bias exists for the basic educational variables to be

Used by the project.
0

The Sin and representativeness of this simple of children is unrivalled.

It can be used to make valid inferences about the development of the child,

population of Britain frambirth until thelant year of compulsory schooling.

It in also a large enough sample to study natisfacGrily the performance of

children when test scorns are categorised into narrow intervals. It heno

data covering a vary wide roar) of rhild developmont, thus al:owing./

rolotionhips between different w, 1AL of dovalopmant.to be studied.

s
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Decause of itn sive, thia sample can(_ho expectid to give fine di:.eriminations

between alternative model:. The dit.trihuileaal forms of error terms can

be studied in detail, an can various assumptions of indepqvdince'between

such terms. rurthermore, the size of the sample allows one to appeal to

the in.a of 'consistency' when making parameter estimates and carrying out

significance tests, no avoiding some of the difficult problems associated

with the usual maximum likelihood and related estimation, procedures.

The opplic'eht has been associated with the NAional Child Development

Study for over 10 yea,.s, and is at present engaged on methodological research

using these data under an NIE contract (No. 400-76-0041). The. National

Children's Bureau has agreed to make available a data tape containing the

variables relevant to the proposed project, for the purpose of carrying

out the work. It has al.reed to this on the grounds that because of

pact involvement, the dpplicant has the necessary understanding and

experience of tho data to pursue indLpendent methodological research with

it.

Outline of the Project

a) The data to be used are those collected at the three ages of

11 and 16 years. Tho basic mcdel can be written as follows

and is illustrated by the accompanying path diagram.

.

y ..o (lx c
1 1 1 1 11

zi a le' it if "1, C

7-*"",%.

...-"".

4yrr . ,
>

. > t
I

. Where x
1

is the 7 year measurement on a child, y in the 11 car

measurement, and z
1
the 16 year measurnment, with the upual

meanings attached to, the other symols. The meesurements
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used, in turn, are tests of reading and Mathematic attainments.

o

To begin with,.it is clear that the above 'non recursive' system of-

-equations:involves assumptions of linearity and'additivity, and those

can readily be tested with the availability of such a large sample.

Transformations of the data will,be studied, designed tosatisfy

these assumptions. In addition, the-distributions of the error terms

will be examined, especially with regard to normality and homoscedasticity

6
assumptions, and mutual independoce of error terms.

The first major problem with this system arises when one Wishes to

recognise the 'fallibility' of the measurements used. That is., if one

wishes to make inferences about 'true' underlying attainments as opposed

to inferences about relationships bet.men observed scores, then the

unobservable 'measurement error' of the tests used must be incorporated

Into the 'System. It is well known-that the parameter estimates to the

above equations are inconsistent estimates of the Parameters in the -4

corresponding equations relating the true attainments. In order to

provide 'good' estimates-of these latter parameters, which are at least

consistent, further information must be provided. This may for example

be in.the form et. additional equations involving ' instrumental'

variables, or in the form of independent estimates of the variances and

, 7

covariances cirthe measurement errors. The first' approach involves'

further assumptions about independence of error terms, and these will

be studied. The second approach will yield consistent estimates, but

depends on either known "population values of the variances and covariances

or good stochastic estimates. The latter are available fcr the

peasurements used, and results with the two approaches will be ccmpared,

.thus providing further checks on pnrilcvlar assumptions. An early

analysis along these linds is described by reg1(.433n and Goldstein (1.976) :'
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On top of this basic model,
43xplanatery veriables will be introduced

et each ago and their relationship with the apendent variables

examined. For some Of these variables, such as family size, there is

interest also in the effects of change!, in the variable between Ages,

. and the most useful method of incorporating such change variables into

the model will, be investigated.
Finally, a ibivariate' model will

be examincelvthere both reading and mathematics scoresat each.age

are incorporatcd into the model. With these more complex systems

of equations, the large sample size will again permit careful

examination of alternative model assumptions.

b) -Most of the methodological literature on longitudinal analyses

deals with continuous measurement data. Some work, using log-

linear models, has also been done for discrete or categorised data

(Goodman, 1973). Of considerable interest, however, is the relationship

between the two ap,roaches. For example, to some extent. assessment

and progress through an educational system is based upon-

categorisations of essentially
continuous underlying abilities, and

' some of the consequences of this will be considered by comparing the

relationships across tine of educational categories imposed by teachers

(as expressed in ratings) and the relationships between continuous

The comparison will also be carried
variables

described above.

cut using categorisations of the continuous variable measurements

themselves. The size of the sample will allow useful comparisons to

be made between there approaches, and attention Will also be paid to

the riWo discussed problem of measurement error in categorical data.
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c) Many educational data consist of item rating scales, for example

for behaviour cm academic motivation. Where a set of item ratings is

intended to reflect en underlying attribute, for example behaviour

towards a teacher, it is convenient.to allot scores to the item categories to .'.

give an overall score for each child. These overall scores can then be treatO

as pseudo-continuous in subsequent analyses. Various procedures can be

used to estimate the scores, both across-sectionally and taking account

of the longitudinal nature of the data. A detailed discussion is 1,en.

by Healy and Goldstein (1976) and the,project will extend their results

in-two directions.

First, by applying the techniques to the National Child Development

Study data on behaviour and academic motivation. In particular,
O

scales 011 be related across ages in oder to devise Scoring systems

which agree as closely as possible at each age, and to Compare these

with those derived separately at each age. The techniques will also be

used in order to search for meaningful sub-scales. Secdndly, to

extend the techniques by looking at the possiblity cf alternative

'constraint' systems suggested by the data, to look at the possibility

of 'rotating' estimated vectors, and to study the distributional

.apperties of the scales.. ,s before, the extensiveness
of the data will

enable a proper assessment to be made of the practical usefulness of

these different scoring systems.
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APPENDIX 2

THE NATIONAL. CHILD DEVELOPMENT STUDY

The National Child,Development Study (hereafter called NCDS) consists

of a cohort of around 17000 children comprising all births, in England, Wales

and Scotland in the week 3rd - 9th March 1958. The initial purpose of the

study was to examine-social and obstetric factors associated with still birth,

and death in early infancy. The children were followed up at ages 7, 11 and

16, generally around the times of change of school institution at agps 7 and

11 and at 16 dulling their last compulsory year at school, theirs beinthe

first year group for whom the minimum school leaving age was 16 years.

Extensive social, education and medical data were collected at each age, a

description of the 16 year data being given in Fogelman (1976). The response

rate was high throughout the study, an overall response of 91, 91 and 87 per cent

being obtgined at each of the three ages. Goldstein, in an analysis of the

characteristics of the non-respondents at 16 at previous ages In an appendix

to Fogelmdn (1976), showed that the biases due to the complete non-respondents
a

are small.

At present another follow up is being made of the cohort, now aged 23.
ar

For the present study a subset of the variables at Sibs 7, 11 and 16

was used. At each age this included the region and characteristics of the

school, information about the child's home including the numbers of brothers

and sisters, social class, number of persons per room, amenities and whether

the father stayed on at school after minimum school leaving age. At 7 years

a multi-item description of behaviour in the home was obtained from the parents

and educational information included tests of reading and arithmetic, teacher

ratings of a number of attainments and information on special educational provision.

At 11 years and 16 kears information under each of the above headings was

recorded together with, at 11 years, tests of general ability broken down into

'verbal and non - verbal components and of performance on a copying designs test

and at 16 years an inventory of'attitucres towards school.

In nil 212 variables were selected. The analyses reported here concentrate
6

mainly on the educational and home background data.
t. A
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APPENDIX 3.

THE CLASSICAL TE5T MODEL. AND THE LATENT VARIABLE MODEL COMPARED

By Russell Ecob

Two models concerned with measurement error, the Classical Test Model

and the Latent Variable Model, arc described, the differences highlighted and

the necessary assumptions for the equivalence of. the two models given.

Let x
ijk

be a measurement of individual i on a test j at occasion k.

A simple model of measurement error is that

t 114,

where u
ijk

is the measurement error and
ij

Is the 'true' value. The 'true'

scores are seen to be completely defined by the measurement error giving a

tautologous model (Kempf , 1980) and for the model to have any meaning it is

required that the factors which are considered to contribute to the measurement

error variation be explicitly defined. This .e will attempt later,

tThe Classical Test, Model (Lord and Novick, 1965, 1968) makes the following

assumptions about the quantities

T1 Cov T.

T2 co, -.
4

) 0

T3 E u.; = 0

T4 Vac ".j) Crei

T5 Vae (g ) 4
'K

Note that all expectations are taken over a hypothetically infinite number

of replications. Particular features of this model are that the variance of the

measurement errors is assumed to be independent of the person and therefore

of the true score value also. As-all quantities are independent of i they hold

also 'hen summed over the population of persons. Tl, called the assumption of

experimental independence between items, is crucial to this and the next model

and will be examined in the latter context.

Note change in notation
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Tho Latent Variable Model has certain differences from the classical

test model. Hero a vector of L latent variables,1 , accounts for the

covariation between individuals. at a given point in time, K. Thus for a given,

item, j, and person, i, we have

where .At (), are the loadings on the L latent variables

and u
ijk

is the measurement error. The

following definitions hold dropping the suffix, k. The latent variable.4

values and loadings are viewed as, independent of the replications, )k.

Ll Cov ( u9') - 0

L2 Ccw (u., t.0 L, - -
I

L3 E. 6-44

L4 Vc11- "%I

K

Here the expectations are taken over a hypothetically infinite population.

of individuals (i). The variances of the latent variables arg fixed by fixing,

say, ( x 4 1 1 , L for person i = 1 and item j = 1.

The 1 may comprise both general and test specific latent variables

the latter having non-zero loadings only for a certain group of tests sharing

a common characteristic -under the unidimensional assumption, L = 1 and

this will be assumed for the present discussion.

For the latent variable approach to be related to the classical test

model the following condition known as the experimental independence between

persons needs to be added to the latent variable model

L5 . )(,c
11,1 )7

,V. I q el

This is the condition that the covariance of errors of any two individuals
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over replications is zero, and for instance in a group test would assume no

mutual influence to occur on test scores. This would not be expected to hold

if cheating or other test-related mutual interaction was involved. Unless

this condition holds, the commonl; calculcated reliability coefficients

based on a single trial based on factor or latent trait analyses will

,often be overestimates of the true reliability as will be shown later.

Conversely, Guttman (1945, 1969) shows that the above condition

of experimental independence between persons in infinite populations of

persons leads to the:true scores being independent of the particular trial
,

And thus to- parallelism of trials. The assumption of experimental independence

between persons is crucial in the context of assessing the dOensionality of

tests and items or of the number of latent traits (McDonald, 1981).

Turning to the item domain the analogous assumption is that of

experimental irdypendence between items mentioned earlier which applies to

both classical test theory (TI) and to latent trait theory (LI). This will

not hold if the response to en item or test is dependent on-the responses to

previous items or tests. This is necessary in order that.a test with a

calculable reliability can be constructed by selection from a pool of items on

which reliability coefficients have been independently calculated, or that

internal consistency measures of reliability are consistent.

A modification to latent trait theory to allow for the relaxation

of the assumption of experimental independence between items is made by

Guttmat (1953) and Kempf (1977), McDonald (1981) gives, a full discussion

of the assumption under the name local independence, in relation to the

dirdensioilality of tests and items. Even these extension s however, do not

allow the response to a given item by different persons to be differentially

dependent on previous items. This could arise in test situations where a
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person related variable such as fatkguo or test anxt)ty may relate to

0

performance in the some way fot difftgrent pornonn but may itself be

differentially affected in different people by n given item.

Reference

Kempf (1980): Paper read to session on educational applications of latent

trait models at t

Antwerp, Belgium,

c.

he fourth international symposium on eduAittional testing,

June 1980.
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Wrimax-4

The Distribution of Variables an( Transformations 1 by Run:1011 Ecob

A requirement of the maximum likelihood methods for estimating

latent structures on multivariate data described in. C ri"' 2.4- is that the

data are multivariate normal. When the observed data does not possess

multivariate normality, transformations may, in certain cases, produce this

property or an acceptable approximation. A necessary and sufficient condition

for multivariate normality is that any linear combinations of the variables

is normally distributed. In addition, all the normally distributed marginal

variables are linearly related as are nny linear combinations of these. Thus

the multivariate normal distribution has strong linear properties and it is

this which allows the use of reasonably straightforward linear statistical

techniques. But what if no transformation of the data will produce multivariate

normality? We then have a choice, given that we wish to transform the data,

of either achieving linearity of relationships between variables, which can

always be done by non linear transformations of individual values, or of

obtaining normality of each marginal distribution separately by the same

method but sacrificing the linearity of relationships between variables. We have

also the further alternative of using transformations within a certain class, e.g.

the one or two parameter or shifted power transformation of Box and Cox (1964).

In this case neither of these desirable propoerties may hold. We therefore

need to ask whether we are justified in making these nor linear transformations

and if so, which property, of marginal normality or linearity should we regard

as more important. First of all w distinguish non linear and parametric
I

transformations.

Use of Non Linear Transformations and Parametric Transformations

We define non linear transformations 'flot be those which transform

particular ordinal values to a particular interv, scale individually.,

The variable will be transformed to a particular distributional form be it

;one of the theoretical distributions or the distributio
\

maybe arbitrary,

36
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'

.of another variable when a linear relationship to this variable will result.

We distinguish between these transformations ane the parametric transformations

which transform the variable through a parametric relation, for example, the

transformation set Box . nd Cox(1964).

The non linear transformations arc equivalent to the scaling of

ordered categorical data (Kendall and Stuart, 1973) and assumes that no information

regarding the interval scale properties of the raw data is regarded as relevant

to the analysis (indeed any interval relationships can result from such a

transformation). However, the transformed data is regarded as having

interval scale properties. For instance, the difference between the mth and

ni+r th order statistics and the n th and n + r th order statistics is assumed

to have a certain value as well as a certain sign and a person who in a testqf attainment
4

taken at two occasions improves from the m + r th position to the m th position

generally has a different degree of improvement from someone who improves from /

the n + r th position to the n th for rrila . Thus the characteristics of the

distributional form to which the data are transformed are deemed to he relevant

to the data, the raw scores being arbitrary apart from the ordering relation.

This distinguishes the use of these transformations from the use of non-parametric

techniques making no assumption on the data be d the ordering'of scores and

giving an equal improvement to the two persons mentioned above. Bock(1975)

takes the'position that the extent of theoretical and empirical arguments for

normality do not generally justify the use of non-parametric techniques apart

from in small sample tests of the null hypothesis. We will generally be working

with large samples and examining complex relationships and generally endorse this line.
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Non Linear Transformations and their Justification

We confine the following discussion to scores on tests of attainment

or ability. It is common to transform test scores to a standard normal

dist ibution. Indeed, no test is marketed without 'standardising' on a suitable

population. Therefore when using a test on a random sample. from a population

probably different from that on which the test is standardised, perhaps in regional

and demographic characteristics and in 'up-to-date-ness', it may be justified to

restandardise the observed scores to a normal distribution. In doing this we are

we
usually saying that we regard the standardisation as inappropriate and 'so4cannot

make any inferences on the relation of our population to the standnrdisee. one.

Alternatively, we examine the relation of our population to the standardising one

by ebmparing the standardised scores from the test manual with those from the separate

standardisation of our distribution or, less strongly, compare the mean of

distribution standardised according to the test standardisation with the test

standardisation distribution to infer relative overall level of attainment in

our population.

These transformations assume that the distribution of the appropriate

. attainment or ability in the population is normal.

An alternative non linear transformation is that which allots an age-specific.

attainment (e.g. reading age) to an individual. Here a test is given to a

population of varying ages and each riw score is allotted a value corresponding

to the age whose average attainment is this particular score. This will not in

general give a normal distribution of scores particularly in an attainment such as

reading where progress is hot constant with age and where certain experiences, difficult

to acquire at a particular age, may be necessary in order to achieve a certain score.

Moreover tHis form of transformation may not be suitable when a test is given for its

diagnostic as opposed to its placement value.:

A further use of non linear transformationfis to transform Co a linear

relationship with another, perhaps previously transformed variable. This may lie

done where further examination of the relatinn,:hip !:etWecn the two variables is of

interest and there is no external evidence that this should not he linear.
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The necessary question to ask here is why it is one variable rather

than the other which is transformed. Again convenience of statistical analysis

would lead in a conditional analysie to the dependent variable first being

transformed to normality and then the independent variable being transformed to

linearity with it. The conditional distribution of the dependent

variable is then normal, though not of constant variance for all independent
.3

variable values unless. this in turn is normal and the generalised least squares

estimation procedure will produce optimal estimates.

A further possibility is for both variables to be transformed by canonical

methods in order to maximise the correlation between them (see Kendall and Stuart:

(1973), Vol 2, p 5.gr). Here the relationship between the two transformed

variables is linear though neither of the distributions have a predetermined form.

However, if variables can be transformed co joint normality thege will have

the maximum correlation and so when this property holds, all

the methods described provide the same transformation. A natural reservation about

this approach is the maximisation of a quantity, the correlation which is the

only quantity further analysed This describes the relationship between the

, variables which is often the focus of interest. However, if one is n to qse

this approach one has to adopt some priority on the variables included in the

analysis first by,fixing the distribution of one variable_or Alternatively by

fixing the marginal distributions of all variables to known form.

A second difficulty is that of applying the canonical analysis to more than

two variables. A possible interpretation is that given by Healy and Goldstein (1976)

of minimising the sum of squared deviations from the assumed underlying value

at a given time of several indicators, the summation being over a number of time

I-.periods. This again dssumes a linear relationship between the values of the

underlying variable at different times.



5

Linearity or larginal Normality?

In the fields in which these non linear transformations are usually

applied we generally have no theories which specify particular

dis tribut ona 1 forms or relationships between the variables in question. We

may contrast this with the case in phjsics wttere a particular law rotates the

* height dropped from and final velocity of a mass in a vacuum. Both these

quantities are measured .according to measures with known interval scale

properties, and the non linear transformations (say to linearity between

variables)would be-inappropriate (the relationship is thought to be quadratic)

and the parametric transformations would only be used here in order to provide

a more powerful test of the relationship given particular (ordinary least

squares) statistic4V;techniques.

Also relevart in this connection is the change of relationship from

quadratic to linear when using a quadratic transformation on one of the variaLles.

One degree of freedom seems to have been gained in the testing of the relationship

and should have been taken into account in the 'transformation. Thus non linear

transformations reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the data by

the number of values on each transformed variable which are independently

transformed. Thus degrees of freedom for testing inly remain when a number of

p.-!rsons score at the same value on-a test:

Transformations giving linear relationships may generally be justified

if no reasons are hypothesised for the relation to be non linear or, indeed, where

non linearity of relationships,between variables would be uninterpretable. Thus

in the case.of reading attainment, when it is not anchoredin terms of age

equivalent scores or any other external properties, any non linearity may have

"no 'reasonable interpretation, the relation of scores between ages being

completely described, by the correlation. The effect of other variables, e.g.

social data, home backgr8undschotl characteristics on this as a criterion may

then be examined.

Normality of distribution is widely encountered in naturally occuring

distributions (e.g. height) and is known by tin. Central Limit Theorem to result
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from the sum pf a large number of randomly varying quantities. Thus a long

Aest on whickthe response to successive items is independent should produce

a normal distribution of scores. Failure to do so may be due either to the

test being too short (e.g. less than 50 items), to non-independence of responses

to items, or to a large proportion of the items being generally too easy or

too hard. In reality all of these explanations usually hold particularly the

second. However,- even with 'items which vary in difficulty it can be argued

that given a suitable choice of items a test of infinite length will have

'a normal distribution. 'A weaker argument is that the ability or attainment

in 'question is thought to represent the sum of a large number of randomly varying

influences and thus be normally distributed.

In this cube the test will be regarded as having a non-normal distribution for

reasons only -of faulty test construction. the above argument, however,

assumes a homogenEous populatiOn. What if there are, say, two sub-populaticiils
.

each hariing different

mean attainments at a particular ale? Under the previous argument we -have

a coMbination of two normal dietributions with different means giving non-normality

overall. The weaker argument of normal distribution of ability assumes that there

'are'a very large number of such sub-populations corresponding to 'divisions of the

6Verall population on different characteristics and none have differences in their

means substantially larger, than the others.

. The most common reason for a non-normal distribution of scorer. in a

particular test is the use on an inappropriate poulation making the test either

too difficult or tot.easy. The the spread of scores at one extreme of the

rang is not sufficient to differentiatethe assumed. real difference in ability

or attainment giving a a skewed distribution. This the case in the reading

test at 7 years used in the NCDS and results frOm defective test standardisation

by the test prcducero (as the NCDS sample is a national one and effectively

random) and is to a certain extent true of the reading test at 16 years (which

Was standardised). originally on am If year sample.)
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In all cases a variety of possible transformation will give linear
1

relationships between two variables each givling differing correlations.

Whereas in the bivariate normal case the appropriate transformation is obvious,

in other cases We have to play off statistical convenience, which leads to the

dependent variable first being transr.ormed to normality against a desire to

plaice limits on the degree of non normality of all the distributions concerned

tor to maximise the correlation. When there !s more than onesdependent variable

it ma9 not be possible to ensure that each is normal and at the same time allow

0
linear relationships between them.

Why do we obtain Non-Multivariate-Normal Distributions?

We have argued that it rarely makes sense to assume non linear'relationships
4-

between attainments at different occasions and that when a test has a non-normal

distribution it is generally admissabl_ to transform the scores to have a normal

distribution, this then being representative of the distribution °Lability or
i

attainment in the population. Why then do. we not always obtain multivariate normal

distributions?

One reason has been suggested earlier. It is that the population is not

homogeneOus. Other explanations have to do withithejaature of the ability

or attainment tested and the nature of its devel°pment. It is difficult to

imagine that an attainment, say, of reading, will.have the same nature at different

ages. At age seven the skills learnt will be more,to do with the recognition of

individual words, whereas later, at age II, they will have to do more with the

solving of complex syntatical problems. A word recognition test may be more

appropriate to the seven year old and a reading comprehension test more appropriate

to an 11 year old. However, these different attainments may require other attainments

(e.g. world and subject knowledge) before they are able to form the basis for

further developmentdevelopment of readiwattainment. If Q skill on one attainment, say

on reading, is gathered at the expense of another, say, world knowledge, then

above a certain stage a high attainer at age seven may not be expected to maintain

obis high position relative to the rest of the sample. (Note: thii; is a different

argument from regression to the mean) and so the relation between attainments
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be tureen occasions will be non linear. This argument can, however,Llso be used

to justify a natural ccilingon a particular attainment at a particular age and if

at both occasions natural ceilings existed, then the relationship of attainments

between occasions could be again linear.

A further possibility is a defective test. This could be a test which

does not correctly order the subjects on the attainment sujfosedly measured

and whieWdoes this in a non-random way (it was seen earlier that if the error

distribution was the same as the distribution of observed scores then the

relationship between the true scores on.two tests is the name as that between

the observed scores). This could be due'to particular test-related factors;

which affect different'subjects or different subpopulations differentially.

Possible examples are test anxiety where a test may cause generally high

anxiety, perhaps because of unfamiliarity, and reduce disproportionally the
,

scores in highly anxious subjects; boredom or tedium is another possibility,

or the.use of words which are only familiar to members of a certain subpopnlation

or region.
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APPENDIX 5a

THEORY OF INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATION

By Russell Ecob

,GENERAL THEORY

Let X X
2i

be the observed values of test score variables measured

'tn

If:3,

t1-7

as deviations from their means at the first and second occasions.

They are the predictor and dependent variables respectively in a simple

linear regression model. Let T T
2i

be their true values

and e1 e
2i

be the errors of observation of the ith subject

(i = 1,

Thus we have

0

X1 = T + e

X + e=
2i ,21. 2i

(1)

(2)

a

4 4
r

...,:.

-,.:74/

r"
. . . ,
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And,11 Model relating the truo values at each occasion is

T
2i
= aT

li
y

(3-)

.Let Zi be the observed valuo of another variable, called the instrumental

variable.

Then bIV = E Zi X2i (E Z X )
-1

ii=1 i=1
(4)

is 'palled the instrumental variable estimator pf the regresion coefficient'

06 ( ohnston, 1972).

i4. .

From (1), '(2 )J3 ) we have

b
IV

= (6 E Zi T
li

+ E Zi ui+ E Z
i
e 2i) (E Zi X li)-1

and b -6 = (E Zu + EZe -6EZe ) (E Z
i

X
li

)
-1

IV i i i 2i i

By letting the sample size tend to infinity, we have

lim (b
IV-

0) = lim (E Ziui) (E Z
i
X
li 4 i

)-1 + lim (EZ e )(EZX )-1n* 0, 114 ce, n co i 2i li

4 lim (E Z
i
e
li

) (Z
i
X
ii ). '',

t

Given. that lim E Zi X
li
V 0;

'

the cond tion for b
IV

to be consistent is
n40D

::.therefore lim(EZ
i i
u + E B

ie 21- B Zieli) = 0
m4o0

(5)

(6)

(7,

(8)

The first term represents the covarianc6 of the instrumental variable

with the disturbances, ui, the second the covariance with the error of

observation of X
21, and the third the covariance with the error of

observation of X
li

. Attention has traditionally been focused mainly on

the second two terms in this expression: indeed many reviews (for example

Kendall Stuart, 1477 Chapter 29, Madansky, 1959) limit their attention

mainly to the "structural relationship. case where T2i = 61' , and so
O

the first term in (8) is identically zero. When this is the case it

may often be possible to make a judicious choice of 'Z sp_that the

sec.md and third terms roughly cansel each other out.

In terms of the sample correlations, r,
u

, r
Ze , r between theL -2 1

instrumental variable Z and the disturbance and errors of measu'ement

of X2, X1 respectively,
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. 0 0.0
+

o
2 r,Q°

. D----- Ze2 -
0 r

Zo ) 1
1 - (6

b
IV

- 0 ( ---- r
Zuo oe 1

1
(.1

o
x

r
ZX

1 1

and if the reli ',11ity of X is R, the expression becomes
4, 0

020
u

-Ze
a (1-R)b

IV
- 0 -7 r + -

06-0.1 Zu el2 'Lc ' r
1 ZXI

Expression (4)

revefsed the ins

shows that if the predictor and dependent variables are

trumental variable estimator becomes its reciprocal.

2.2 The Efficiency of Instrumental Variable Estimators

We have

Var(b ) = C2 EZ! / (EZ1Xii)2
a

If
b0 is the ordinary least squares xegresslon coefficient defined asLS

OLS
= Ei

li 2
X.

i
/ EX 2, . thcl Vhr(b

OLS
) = o2 Meli' 41'

Var(
b

S) = r 2The efficiency of b
IV relative to b is given by (10)OLS xivar(biv)

Thus the criterion for an efficient
instrumental variable is that it

correlates highly with the predictor,\X,

G4

2.3 The Use of Many Instrumental Variables

When we have p instruMntal variables 2.11 J=1 p

ths"! blv = (i E Cj zijx2i) /1 5 cjziixii . The combination of zi which

gives the most efficient estimate of b
IV cjcan be found by choosing so

that Corr(E CjZij, Xii) is a maximum. The cj are then the sample

regression coefficients, bj, of X1 on ZS, j =1
4,
J

'Letting Xli = F. b Z we obtain b = ():Xx)/EXIi Xj j ij

The efficiency of the instrumental variable estimator is now the square
of the multiple correlation of the instrumental

variable set with the

predictor.
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2.4 The Use-of Dummy Variables as Instrnanfal Variablen

The previous discussion has assumed the existence of instrumental variables

whiill'can be modelled as having simple linear relationships with the first

occasion vaalible.

/

Two Othef
/
case'4 can be distinguished. Firstly where an interval scaled

instrumental variable has a non-linca'r relationihip to the first occasion

variable and secondly when the .i,ustrumental variable is categoric, for

iample measured on an ordinal or nominal scale.

In the first case the non-linear relationship can be modelle-41 say

by a polynomial.function!r the instrumental variable can be grouped into

R categories. In the'latter case each category can be represented in the

usual way by n/ .clummy variable. This takes the value 1 for this category

and 0 for every other category.
.

Lttting X
lr , Xlr be two observations on the first occasion variable which

X n
belong to the same instrumental variable category. Using the dummy

1
instrumental variables to estimate the first occasion variable gives the

estimate
Xlr

which is the mean value of all observations

in category r.

R
R -IThus

bIV'= (1:PrI2rIlr"IPrIr)
r=1 r=1

Where X
2r

is the mean of the X in category r, and p
r
is the proportion2r

X
in category r. This is essentially the "Method of grouping" as

introduced.by Wahl (1C40).

Wald (3940), Neyman and Scott (19:4) and Madansky (1959) have given

conditions for .vmsistency of the grouping method. Neccesary conditions

are that (a) the grouping of X is independent of the errors c and (b) that
1

the-denemilW5176F-;:i&right hand side of (11A) does not an' roach zero

as the sample size tends to infinity. Hendon) allocation to the grouns,

for example, would satisfy condition (a) but not condition (b). One
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way to ensure (a) would be tp know the relative ordering of the true

values Tli. This is difficult, however, without knowledge of the true

valuers themselves which in general of course are unavailable.

The conditions for general instrumental variables are

lim E Z
i
o ,0 lim E Z

i
X .?( 0

n. i

The necessary and sufficient condition for consistency based on ordering

by observed values are as follows. For any two groupings, let

X1,01 and X1(1-02) be the P
1
and (1-P2) percentiles of f(X

1
), the

-_,

distribution of observed values. If CU' V] is the shortest &terval

such that Ptu <en< v) = l'l i.e. if v-u is the range of 'elf then

li,

13 4.:. d consistent estimataof 0 if and only if f,{xl,P3.-v < Ti< X1,132.-u)

..;0 {X1(1-P2) - v <-1.1. < Xi, (1.P2)-u ) = 0
-,,.

. ,

This means that the range Of T
1

must have "taps" at apprppriatb places where,

I

T, has a'zero probability of occuring. Only it this is so can noA \ +

misgroup ing occur with respect to the observed X's.

It is' 1 ar that this condition cannot hold if the errors of measureme7t

are noru.11y distributed, due to the infinite range. 'However, if the range

finite, careful sampling of X1 can ensure no observations occur

in the p rtiLular intervals. In particular, if the range of eli is

approximately known then an approximately consistent ettimate can be

obtained.

7
The literature on grouping methods using observed Values of Xlzhas tended to focus

on conditions for consistent estimates rather than quantifying the

inconsistency of various grouping methods. The results on the NCDS data,

go some way to remedying this situation for a particular

data set. There has however, been work on the allocation to groups to

optimise efficiency. These a:-e summarised in Hadansky (1050). These methods

either assume that the variable is observed without error or use

simulation procedures with very high roliabilities for Xl. An example
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of tho latter is Nair and Ihinerjee (19.12) who 'find that a division into

three groups using the extreme groups for estimation gavegreater efficiency

and esnsistency than when a two group division into equal sized groups

was used.

The simulations in this case involved normally distributed errors whose

standard deviations were 13% of the (constant) distance betwee., any two

adjacent true values. This gave conditions which approximated those given

for consistency by Heyman and Scott. However, the reliability was 0.9999,

seldom found in practice! Similar conditions are found on actual data

of Madansky (1959) and contrary conclusions are found by Kendall and Stuart

(1977) on simulated data by Drown (1957) of 9 normally distributed

observations with normally distributed error. Here Kendall and Stuart

show that the three groups method using extreme groups for estimation hat

higher inconsistency than .the two groups method.

2,5 The Use of Instrumental Variables
where there is more than one firal

occasion Variable
0

Equations (1), (3) generalise readily top first occasion variables

where the jth variable X
lij

= T
lij c

e
lij

and T
2i
=EST + u

J=1
j lij i

We use instrumental variables Zjk, k = 1, to estimate Ynj
'lij.

In order to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters a we require an

analogue of the condition (8) for each predictor Nid In order to obtain

'(12)

a set of efficient estimates we require the two condition,:

1. The instrumental variable set Z
jk' corres2onding to each predictor

has a high multiple correlation with the predictor.

2, The instrumental variable estimators'of different predictors

howl low intercorrelations.

Clearly, conditiod2 does not hold when tho anmo instrumental variables

are used for more than one predictor,
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There is no simple analogue of the formula (10) for the efficiency

for one instrumental variablet as the standard errors now depend'on

the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates.

.

v

.

a
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In the following simi& regression model,

o

y. = a + f1x1 . + ui 0)

it is well known (Goldstein, 1979 ) that if the observed independent variable
x contains errors of measurement, .ud if we wish to estimate the regression

'coefficient of the 'true' value of x, then the o4
.

rdinary.least squares (OLS)
estimator is inconsistent. The simplest and most common model relating the

true value to the observed value of x is (dropp?ing the su

x = T + e (2)

where T is the true value, c the random error Of Measurement andtpv(T,e) = 0

\
It is supposed therefore that we wish to estimate the parameters a,P, in

Y=a+8T+ u
(3)

=a+ 8 x (d-00

It is because x is correlated with 02-80 that the OLS estimator (b) in
(1) is an incersistent estimator of a. A consistent estimator is given by
b
/R, where R is known as the reliability-of x and is defined as

R = Var (T)/Var (x)

`tiwhere Var (x) = Var (T) + Var (c)

In, many ,situations, the. value Of R is very close to 1, and any adjustment to
t!e usual estimate can be safely ignored. In other applications, for example
in mental testing, R may he considerably less than I' so that an adjustment
becomes necessary. In a linear model with several further independent variables,
the estimators of these too will be inconsistent if OLS isused, and consistent
estimates may be obtained by adjusting the observed covdriance matrix of the
independent variables so that the observed variances corresponding to variables
containing measurement error have estimators of their measurement error variance
subtracted prior to inversion of the matrix etc.lin order to calculate the

coefficients (Fuller et al, 1974). To do this, it is important to.have'
I accurate and consistent estimates of the measurement error variances, or

alternatively reliabilities, and in this paper we explore some new procedures for
obtaining such estimates based on instrumental variable techniques.

(4)
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itnsvre that item responses ore indeed determined by A single quantity for

each iVidual, such as given by (7). For the types of eduratinnal tests we
deal with i this piper, it seems even less likely that a unidimnsional trait.

is operating. more detliiled discussion of this topic is Oven by Coldstein
(19,80). Secondly arson on (6), ofteii known as the "local indvp'endene"

assumption, a priori seems somewhat unmisonoble. It is difficult. to imagine-

that for a given individual, if he or she fails one item then the probabilities;

of success on later items arc the same as when he or she succeeds on the earlier

item. Nevertheless, Vliere seems. to have been little, if any, serious study of
this problem and the consequent effect of non-sego correlati. .s on reliability
estimates. A further discussion of this point in the context of latent trait

models is given by Goldstein ( 1980). Thus, there is as yet no really satisrlctory.

%method for °Waning a consistent estimate of reliability using "internal" . !

methods, nor even of providing a lower bound, and we suggest that estimates

based on these methods should be treated with some caution.
,

1.2 External Estimates of Reliability,

The most obvious method of estimating reliability or measurement error variance .

is to carry out rent measurements. Thus, we have (dfopping the suffix i),
fotqw, applicatiohs of a test, . ,.

..

,

and

X .'r -. e1

X
2

= T + e
2

(8)

Var(X1 - X2) = Var(el- e2) = 2 Le - cov(e1, e2)

For many physical measurements it is reasonable to assume independence of

measurement errors, i.e. Cov(e1,e2) = 0

so that we have a = var(X
1-

X-)
e 2 tc9)

For mental tests, however, this usually will not be a reasonable assumption

due to the presence of memory effects, learning, etc. If more than one test
relating to the same thing is available, then by assuming suitable relationships
between the true scores on the tests it is possible to obtain reliability estimates.
The usual assumption is that the tests are congeneric so that we have, for a.set
of p tests,

X. .0 a + b.T.4 c.,
. . . . p (10)

J1 1 31

4

i

The observed covariance matrix of the X. contains }p(p11) elements and if
J.

- 3 -
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;4, we answe'Cov(e.,e.,) 0 and Cov(T.,e.) 0
., , _ iiii ' 1.,

J J

. the matrix is a. function of the b.
J

and error, variances U'. , which gives
ej

.1,2p parameters. Hence, for three or more tests, unique estimates, for example
maximum likelihood ones, arh available. Details of this approach arc givenO

in JUreskog (1971). AtthongWit is not quite as serious as in the simple test-

)'retest case, thisme.thod also is the difficulty that the measurement errors of
the tests may be correlated, fo\ex'ample because of day to day fluctuations

among examinees etc. This.i MITI diately raises be queston
.

of definition ofi

.11

#.true score, but we'Sha,14 postpone wrMisenssion of that until a later section.. ,f
.

'

..,.. ,. ../

._ -.
,',

In section 2 we propose a generni*ion of congeneric teststp include any ,

variable having non-zbro correlatio4 with the test whose relfilhility we wish to
:

measure. , '. 1
t .

.
Such an 'instrumental variable' does 'pot require any assumptions about ''J

; .unidimensionality or indopendence aqd;also, unlike the simple test-retest or
the congeneric test models, the possiliility of choosing any variable means

. .

t

that we can search for those which aret,likely to be uncorretat.A with the

measurement error el. The possibilitylof dropping both these restrictive

assumptions is attractive and the rimainder of the paper investigates this
problem using an extensive data longitddinal data set,

I

2 HE riTA
!

The data come from the National ChildiDevelopment Study (NCDS) which followed

up a cohort of 17 000 children born intone week of Marcll 1958, at the ages of

7, 11 and 16. The children belonged tic, the first year-group for whom the

minimum school lcaviag age was 16 ye*. A description of the social and

educational data (among others) coll4ted at these ages is given in Fogelman

(1976).

Testing in the NODS was carried outiby the'clasi teacher. Since the study Was

ir national study of all children bq6 in a particular week, most children

selected were tested in a differeni situation and by a different tester who also

scored the test.

Four possible situations givingfrise to response var;ation are as follows;

1. The environment in which tlie test is administered

- 4
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. TheprOcesii of test administration

The coding and scoring of the test (this includes the interpretation

of the correctness of the respoSse)

4. Day-to-day variation in individual test "performance

Siace only one test of a given type was clone by each child at each occasion,

the sources of variation 1-4 above arc confounded. It is important, however,

to-distinguish 'day to day' variation from changes in true score over time.

We can regard variation over time as contributing either to measurement error

or to true score variation or to both. A reasonable estimate of the true score

at a particular moment would be obtained from a moving average of scores taken

at successive time intervals befote and after. The continuous change in true

test score over, say, a week is therefore regarded as being supplemented by

random error to produce the observed day to day variation. The-various

educational measurements in the NCDS were completed within aZeek for each child;

so that any true score changes over not more than a one week period, are

effeCtiyely regarded as part of day to day variation

, In addition to th2se sources of measurement er,-or, there will typically

remain an unexplained variation which can be conceptualised as the variation

between the response to an item and its hypothetical replication.

Cronbach et al (1972) argue that test evaluation or "generalisability" studies

which also view a particular test as a sample from a universe of tests and

which use experimental designs to estimate indiSidually the above components

of variation, should be carried out prior to test administration.

We use here a "Test-specific" interpretation of true score which treats true

score as relevant only to the particular test. A justification for this is

given\by Goldstein (1919), although the methods used in this paper can be

extended to a full 'generalisability' approach.

"Goldstein"(1979), using the same NODS data, also drew attention to the use of

instrumental variables in estimating the relation between mathematics and

reading attainments, when measured at different ages. lie emphasised the

potential usefulness of this method when imprecise prior-kllowledge about the

reliability of the earlier attainment scores is available, and pointed out that

little was known about the degree to which the instrumental variables used

satisfied the conditions of consistency.

In this paper the properties of a variety of instrumental variables are examined

in the context of the regression of 16 years attainment on 11 years attainment

for mathematics and reading tvNt scorv:: separately, Comparkons are made with

- j r



the use of ordinary least squares and also with the use of the internal

estimates of the reliability coefficients for the 11 year attainment given

in Goldstein (1979).

3. THEORY OF INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATION

-3.1 . General Theory

Let X
li'

X
2i

he the observed values of test score variables measured as

deviations from their means at the first and second occasions and let them be

the predictor and dependent variables respectively in a simple linear regression

model. Let T , T 2i be their true values and
eli e 2i

be the errors of 'observation

or measurement errors for the ith subject (i = I, ....n).

Then wellave, as before;

.

X
li

= T +
eli

X
2i

= T
2i

+ e
2i

(12)

and a model milting the true values at each occasion is

T
2i

= fiT + u
i

(13)

Let Z. be the o,serveil value of another variable, called the instrumental

variable.

Then
n n -1

b =
iE

Z. X . (E Z.X .)IV 21 11
=1 i=1

1
(14)

is called the instrumental variable estimator of the regression coefficient

(Johnston, 1972).

From (11), (12), (13) we have

b
IV

( B E
1 li

+ E Z.1
1

u.+ E1 z,e
2
)(E Z. X

11
.)-1 (IS)

.
1

i

and biv B = (E Ziui + EZie2i- B E Zieli) (E Zi Xli) -1 (16)

In terms df the sample correlations, r , r, , r betdeen the instrumentalZu Ze
2

rye

variable Z and the disturbance and errors of measurement of X2, X1 respectively

and the reliability R of XI

au e2
(17)

blV 6 (7(-
-1.

rZu 4. 0
el

r2c

2

- 0r2e

r

) (I -R)

I .

ZX
I

where 0e, 0
c2

, a
u are respectively the standard deviations of the errors on

I

othe st occasion, 2nd occasion and the disturbance term. As the sample size

tends to infinity, the following conr,istency condition is obtained
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OP 4.0'1) - B p 0 (18)u zu c ze e ze2 2
1

Equation (14) shows that if the predictor and dependent variables are

interchanged, the instrumental variable estimatnr becomes its reciprocal.

We note also that the efficiency of the instrumental variable estimator with

respect to the ordinary least squares estimator is r2z (Durbin, 1953).

3.2. The Use of Many Instrumental Variables

WhenwehavepinstrumentalvariablesZ.,j=1

b = (E E C.Z.. X .)/ E E C.Z..X
.IV i 3 13 21 i 3 13 (19)

The combination of Z. which gives the most efficient estimate of b
IV

can be
J

foundbychoosingcsothatCorraC.Z.,X)isamaximum.Thec.arei i J iJ Ii
, J

'thenthesamPleregressioncoefficients2,13.,of X on Z., j=1 p
J I J. ..,

..

Letting X'. = E b.Z.. we obtain bw = (EX
li
X,.)/EX1iXii.

J
3 13

41

The efficiency of the instrumental variable pccimator is now the square of

the multiple correlation of the instrumental variable set with the predictor.

3.3. The Use of Dummy Variables as Instrume,.tal Variables

The previous discussion has assumed the existence of instrumental variables

which can be modelled as having simple linear relationships with the first
occasion variable.

Two other cases can be distinguished. Firstly where an interval scaled

instrumental variable has a non-linear relationship to the first occasion41,

variable and secondly when the instrumental variable is categoric, for example

measured on an ordinal or nominal scale.

In the first case the non-linear relationship can be modefled, say by a

polynomial function, or the instrumental variable can be grouped into R categories.

In the latter case each category can be represented in the usual way by a
dummy variable. This takes the value 1 for this category and 0 for every
other category. Let X

lr
,

1 e be two observations on the first occasion

variable which belong to the same instrumental variable category. Using the
dummy instrumental variables to a i..ate the first occasion variable gives
the estimate x

lr
which is the moan value of .11] observations in category r.

-7-
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Substituting in (19) gives

b
IV

(Ep
r 2r

R
1r

) (Fp
r Ir

)-1

r r

(20)

Where X
2r

is the mean of the X the category r, and p
r

is the proportion
,Ar

2r
k

in category r. This is essentially the "Method of grouping" as introduced

by Wald (1940).

The literature on grouping methods (for example Wald (1940), Neyman and

Scott (1951), Madansky (1959)) using observed' values of X
1
has tended to

focus on conditions for consistent estimates and on the relative efficiency

of different groupings rather than quantifying the inconsistency of various

grouping methods. The results on the NCDS data given below, go some way to

remedying this situation for a particular data set.

4, APPLICATION OF INSTRIENTAL VARIABLE METHODS TO THE NMS DATA

4.1 Selection of Variables

In ill, 50 variables are considered as instrumental variables, being measured

at ages 7, II and 16. These consist of test scores, teacher ratings and

background variables. The test scores are of reading and mathematics at

each age and in addition of general ability and copying designs scores at age
11. The teacher ratings are of reading and mathematics at all ages, and in

addition of oral ability and creativity at age 7, of oral ability, and general

knowledge at age 11 and of practical subjects at age 16. The "background"

variables are social class and indices of behaviour in the home at all three

ages; the number of children in the household, birth order of the child, an7

xritdpx of accommodaPion facilities and childrens' heights at ages II and 16,

ov rcrowding at II; and region, indices of school behaviour, and a variety of
_

feelings towards school at 16. The reader is refereed t;'Davie, Butler and

Goldstein (1972), and Fogelman (1976) for a more complete description of these

variable.

The variables used as predictor and dependent variable in the regressions,

that is the test scores at age 11 and 16 of mathematics and reading, are

transformed to have standard normal distributions in the same was as in

Goldstein (1979) who showed that near linear relationships between observed

scores resulted.

As the relative efficiency of an.inslrumental variable estimator is

proportional to the correlation with the predictor, variables are only retained

- 8 -
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for further analyses when chin correlation is greater than 04 'Phil: eliminates

most of the "background" variables but only one of the teacher ratings!

(that of outstanding ability in any area at age 11) and none of the test scores,

leaving 25 variables in all. All cases with missing values on any of these

25 variables are excluded leaving 5371 cases with Lest scores at each age.

In the appendix to Fogelman (1976), Goldstein shows that the attrition of

subjects in the study does not affect to any marked extent the relationships

found and Goldstein (1979) finds that test scores for subjects having missing

values on the backgrJund variables show no significant differences from other

subjects.

In the results reported here; all instrumental variables are treated as sets

of dummy variables for reasons given in Section 2.4. For the test scores the

dummy variable coding into five roughly equal site groups'ensures that the

relative loss in predictive efficiency from dummy variable compared to simple

linear regression is alwaysPless than 67>.

Using these instrumental variables as dummy variables or as interval scale

variables in fact gives very simlar results, the maximum difference in

regression coefficients for any instrumental variable being 27.

4.2 Forming hypotheses of error structure in prediction relations

As in Section 1.2 we assume that the true score of a test comprises that

component of test score which is unaffected by day to day variation by the

particular tester or by the test situation; and is specific to the particular

test used. We now examine the correlation between the variables to be considered

as instrumental variables with measurement errors on the first occasion and

second occasion testsand with the disturban4 term. These variables are

teacher ratings on a variety of attainments, test scores and social class.

The teacher ratings, like the test scores, ini1teneral will contain measurement

error, Opts reflecting and being reflected by variations in the child's

interest in subjects and day to day variations in the.type of relationship

to, the teacher. Thus a teacher who lias very recently seen a child do a

good piece of work or show a keen interest, may tend to rate him higher than

otherwise. If the same contributory factors affect test ;core then a teachet

rating made at the same time as the test would be expected to have a positive

correlation with the test score' measurement error. Likewise whore a different

attainment is rated at the same time as the test similar correlations may

exist, although presumably smaller.
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'There are two variables which we hypothenies will have a zero correlation

with test score measurement error. These arc teachers ratings taken at

a different point in time and social class. We would expect none of the

sources of measurment error to relate to teacher rating at a point in time

4 or 5 years away. Nor would we expect social,class, which does not vary very

much for an-individual over short time periods, to relate to ai.y of the

sources of measurement error.

FinallYweexamilletherelationofthedisturbancestl.,to teacher ratings
1

and social class. Either of these variables and particularly sociar class

may be correlated with the disturbances if they relate to the dependent

variable once the predictor variable has been controlled for.

The hypotheses formulated above may be sunamrised thus;

Hl. Teacher ratings on a test where the rating is at the same time

as the test, will be positively correlated with test score

measurement error.

'112. Teacher ra,;ngs on a different attainment from that tested, where

the rating is at the same time as'the tct will be postively

correlated with test score error but to a lesser extent than for

the same attainment.

H3. Teacher ratings when the child is at a different age; from that of

the test Will be uncorrelated with test score measurement error

whether or not the same attainment is tested.

H4. Teacher ratings are not correlated with disturbance terms from the

regression of second occasion score on first occasion score.

115. Social class is correlated with disturbance terms.

116. Social class is not correlated with test score measurement error.

Hypotheses 111, 112, 43 refer to the relation of teacher ratings to test

score measurement error. HI, H2 refe.r,to teacher ratings at the same

time as the test and 113 at a different time. H4 refers to the relation of

teacher ratings to equation disturbances. H5, 116 refer to social class

and apply4to the relation with equation disturbances and test measurement

errors respectively. Generally, teacher ratings arc held to correlate

with test score measurement errors only when tested at the same time as

the test and not o be correlated w!th equation disturbances. In contrast,

social class is hypothesised as correlating with disturbances hut not with

test score measua'ownt error even when measured at the same time as the Lest.

Examining (I7X these six hypotheses give rise to the following; predictions.

The hypotheses giving rise to each prediction ore given in brackets after

GO



the prediction.

P1. .Comparing teacher ratings at II years, the lowest estimate of

will occur for the teacher rating of the same anainment.,(from H
I

to

1i4' particularly H
2

affecting r
Ze

), and at 16 years the highest
,

value will occur for the rating
1

at the same attainment (from H
I

to

114, particularly 112 affecting r Ze).
2

P2. For a given attainment, teacher ratings will give hig or estimates

of 0 when measured at 16 than 11 years (from H to 114 ).

P3. For a given attainment, teacher ratings will give higher estimates

of a when measured at 7 rather than 11 years (from H
I

to 114 ).

P4. There is no difference in estimates between teachers ratings at 7

years (from 113, H4).

PS. Social class gives higher estimates of $ than teacher ratings at 7

and II years (from HI to 116).

P6. Social class will give similar estimates of 8 irrespective of the age

at which measured (from 11
5'

11

6
).

It should be noted that these predictions are not unequivocal tests of the

hypotheses. For instance, even if P6 holds one could conceive of different

correlations of social class with measurement error at differit ages,

these terms being counteracted by different correlations with equation

disturbances. This, however, seems unlikely.

4.3 Results

Tables 1 and 2 give estimated regression coefficients for reading and

mathematics respectively for 16 yeapattainmenl on 11 year attainment using

a variety of teacher ratings and social class'as instrumental variables at
ages 7, II and 16. Using the ungrouped II year test score as instrumental

variable gives the ordinary least squares estimate, which thus enables

reliability estimates to be calculated for each choice of instrumental

variable ,by dividing the ordinary least squares estimate by the instrumental

variable estimate. Each prediction will be examined-in turn.

O
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Table 1 Estimated Regression Coefficients of R ading Test at 16 years on Reading Test at 11 years adjusted for

Measurement Error, Using Number of Instrumental'Variables Separately

Instrumental variable measured at: 7 years

Teacher rating of:

11 years 16 years

Oral 0.955 \ Oral 0.972
Reading 0.944 \ Use of Books 0.964 English 1.042
Number 0.990 Number 0.974 Mathematics 1.067

4
Creativity 0.990.

General
Knowledge

0.979 Practical
Subjects 1.047

\Social Class 1.057 Social Class 1.070 Social Class 1.064

Reading Test at 11 (interval scale)(OLS estimate) 0.797"

Reading Test at 11 (5 category groupings) 0.810

Average standard errors of regression coefficients: Using Teacher ratings at 7 years

G2

t It

Social Class

" 11 II

" 16 II

Reading Test at 11 years

0.017

0.013

0.015

0.027

0.008
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-Tihle'.2 'Estimated Regression Coefficients of Mathematics Test at age 16 on Mathematics test at age 11 adjusted

Instrumental variable at:

TeacLer rating of:

Oral

Reading

Number

Creativity

for measurement error using a number of instrumental variables separately

7 years

0.883

0.849

0.854

0.911

SocialClass
0.994

Math$ Test at 11 (Interval Scale)
0.748

(OLS estimate)
MatIli Test at 11 (5 category grouping) 0.763

Average standard errors of regression coefficients:

Oral

11 years

0.890

16 years

Use of Books 0.884 English 0.992

Number 0.874 Mathematics 1.073

General Knowledge 0.920 Practical Subjects 1.029

Social Class 0.991 Social Class 1.025

Using Teachers ratings at 7 years 0.018

" 11 years 0.015

u " 16 " 0.016

u Social Class 0.030 65
» Mathematics Test at 11 years 0.010



Pt. This holds for mathematics sing t.encher ratings both at Wand 16

and for reading for teacher ratings at II but not 16.

1'2. This holds for comparable teacher ratings at II and 16 for both

reading and mathematics test scores.

P3. This only holds for one out of the six possible comparisons, namely

teacher rating of "number" for reading attainment regression.

PG. This holds for both attainments.

' 1'5. This holds in all cases.

P6. This holds at all ages for both attainments.

It should be noted that predictions P4 and P6 specify no differences/

between regression coefficients whereas the other predictions arc of a

difference in a specified direction. In fact, for 1'4, I'6 the dillerences

between coefficients are small in relation to the standard errors.

The' predictions are all seen to hold generally with the exception of P3.

This implies the rejection of 113 or 114 or both. Rejecting 113 implies that

the differences in coefficients among the lifferent teacher ratings at age

7 should be similar to those using the thrNe ,.orresponding teaclier ratings

at age 11. This is true with one exception, this being the reversainVej
relative magnitude of the teacher ratings bt reading and number between ages-

7 and)! for mathematics.

The smaller coefficient est. rtes using 7 car rather than 11 year ratingsr
could be explained by a correlalion of II 'year rating with errors in the

dependent variable; which counteracts the correlation wit,h errors in the

independent variable the 7 year ratings having lower correlations with the

dependent variable.

If H4 is the sole reason for the failure -of P3 this suggests that the partial

correlation of teacher rat'ings with social class at II given test score at

II, would be higher for 7 year teacher ratings than for II year teacher

ratings,. and this is not the case.

It seems then that we should discard social class as a suitable instrumental

variable due to its correlation with the equation disturbances, and teacher

ratings at 16 years are positively correlated with test score error at 16.

(from HI, 112) and probably also with equation disturbances. This leaves a

choice between teacher ratings at 7 and II years. As 113 does-not hold we

cannot be completely content. with using the !.ame-attainment 7 year teacher

ratings, and in addition it is not known how highly correlated these are

With the disturbances. It was suggested earlier, however, that we should

expect the 11 year rating. 1.0,1ue more highly correlated with the disturbances.

14
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AS 112 also holds, the wisenc_choice would seem to, be the rating of a different

attainment (out of mathematics or reading) at age 7. For the reading attainment

-thii> gives a-reliability of 0.81 (using teacher rating of number at age 7) and

for mathematics attainment gives a reliability of 0.89 using teacher rating

of reading at age 7. In fact the choice between 7 and 11 years for the

instruncntal variablepakes a little difference for mathematics attainment

giving a reliability of 0.86 using, reading rating at age 11, and for reading

attainment the difference in reliability estimate is only 0.005.

The question naturally arises here as to whether the use of tests of the same

attainment at different ages is necessary in order to obtain reasonable

estimates of reliability coefficients by this method. Estimates of the

reliability coefficient of II year reading test score obtained by regressing

16 year mathematics score on II year reading score using separately as

instrumental variables teachers ratings of reading and mathematics attainments

at 11 years, gave reliability estimates of 0.76 and 0.61 respectively

compared with the value of 0.81 given above. This suggests that the

disturbance terms in this regression are corrlated with the mathematics

teachers ratings For the regresSion of 16 year reading test on 11 year

mathematics Lest using teachers ratings of mathematics and reading separately

as instrumentalc.variables reliability estimates aaf 0.85, 0.68 respectively

are obLainedompared with Lhe value of 0.88 given above. Care should

therefore be taken wnen estimating reliabilities by this method to use similar

attainments as dependent.ald prt'd-i-ctor variables.

4.4 Use of groped first occasion variable as instrumental variable

Table 3 gives estimated regression coefficients for both reading and mathematics

when the first occasion variable is grouped into 2, 3, 5 or 7 equal groups.

The inconsistency of the grouping estimator (b-) relative to the ungrouped

(OLS) estimator ()OLS' ) is given by

k
b1V bG

(21)
b b
IV OLS

where b
IV is the instrumental variable estimator (using an appropriate

teacher rating) and is assumed to be consistent.
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+1,

I

AS suggentelir in 1.3 substantial inconsistencies arc indicatild in these data,

being greater with a larger number of groups. Thus there is a grave -off between
inconsistencYsand efficiency, the latter being greater as the 'number of groups

is increased. '..For reading attainment the lowest estimate of reliability, arising

from the division into two groups, is 0.97. This is higher than any.of the vaJues

derived from the regresiiivp estimates by instrumental variables methods given in

Table 1. Furthermore, the %..stimated regression coefficient is seen to vary with

the point of dichotomy. Wherc;lis for reading the lowest estimates occurs for both

extreme divisions, for mathematics the lowest estimate occur when division is at

the lower end of the scale and the' highesl estimate when division is at the

higher end.

-Table 3 Estimated regression coefficients and standard errors using the

grouped predictor as instrumental variable.- St.andar:1 errors in

brackets. k is defined-in (21).

Reading k Mathematics

Ungrouped (0.L.S.) 0.797 (0.0082) 1.00 0.748 (0.0097) 1.00

No. of equAl groups
(o7. equal size)

7 0.808 (0.0085) 0.94 0.755 (0.0100) 0.93
5 0 810 (0.0086) 0.93 0.763 (0.0102) 0.86
3 0.818 (0.0092) 0.89 0.777 (0.0109) 0.73

2 0.827 (0.0103 0.84 0.780 (0.0121) 0.70

Varying position of dichotomy

Proportion in lower lest. group

0.2 0.810 (0.0012) 0.93 0.687 (0.014) 1.58

0.4 0.823 (0.0010) 0.87 0.765 (0.012) 0.84

0.6 0.822x(0.0010) 0.87 0.802 (0.012) 0.49

0.8 0.789 (0.0012) 1.04 0.805 (0.014) 0.46

If the assumption is made that the correlations of the grouped first occasion

variable with the disturbances and error in the second occasion variable are

both zero then using the reliability estimates Zrom the previous section we can
substitute in '(26) to obtain the correlations with the error in the first
occasion variable, r

Zel
. These are given below in Table 4, and assume the

reliability 0:timat-s given in Section 3.3 (0.81 and 0.89) are-correct-
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Table 4 Correlations of dichotomised instrumental variable and first occasion

measurement error for different division points

Proportion below division point

0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8

Reading 0.280 0.302 0.329 0.305 0.324

-Mathematics 0.390 0.226 0.233 0.128 0.120

Thus thwrrelations, while reasonably constant for reading are systematically

decreasing for mathematics. We have no good explanation or this but possible

causes are nonhomogeneity of errors in the mathematics test, or a non zero

correlation between true score and errors of measurement.

4.5 The use of test score as an instrumental variable

Test scores of reading and mathematics at 7, 11 and 16 years, a score of Celeral

Ability at 11 years (with Verbal and Nonverbal components) and a Copying Design

Test, are considered as instrumental variables, and Results are given in Table 5.
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Table 5 Regression Estimates of 16 year attainment test on 11 year attainment test in reading and mathematics

70

using test scores as instrumental variables. Standard errors in brackets

Instrumental variable

at 7 years:

4,

Reading Mathematics

Reading Test 0.920 (0.015) 0.822 (0.017)
Mathematics Test

at,11 years

1.004 (0.020) 0.850 (0.018)

Reading Test 0.810 (0.009) 0.866 (0.014)
Mathematics Test 0.995 (0.012) 0.763 (0.010)
General Ability Test: Verbal 0.942 (0.012) 0.826 (0.013)

: Non-Verbal 0.982 (0.014) 0.90i (0.014)

: Overall 0.957 (0.012) 0.860 (0.013)
Copying Designs Test

at 16 years

0.989 (0.032) 0.933 (0.032)

Reading Test 1.197 (0.013) 0.49 (0.015)
Mathematics Test. 1.053 (0.015) 1:315 (0.017)
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Since short term fluctuations in attainment to some extent will be correlated

over all attainments we would expect_ the arguments and predictions in Section

2.6 in relation to teacher ratings to apply to test scores. In all applications

considerid here the test score is divided into 5 groi'ps, and dummy variables

used. _PI is satisfied trivially in the light of the results on the use of a

grouped predictor as instrumental variable. P2 is satisfied, but P3rs again

contradited by the behaviour of the reading tests at 7 and II when used as

instrumental variable for mathematics attainment.

Generally, the behaviour of test scores is similar to the teacher ratings and

the standat'd errors are similar, giving little indication for preference of

one set of variables over' the other. Nevertheless, if correlations betweeti

instrumental variables when measured at 7 years, and errors of prfdiction and

of measurement at 11 and 16 years were zero, then similar estimates of

regression coefficients should be found for the tests and yAl(cher ratings of

different attainments, used as instrumental variables. In fact, for both

t.fsts and teacher ratings and for both attainments the estimates are larger for
%

mathematics than for reading, when used as instrumental variables.

The results for general ability indicate that it occupies an intermediate

position between the two attainments.
a

4.6 --Separate equations for each social class

Table 6 gives the estimated regression-ffirient of 16 year reading test

score on 11 year reading test score separately for each social class measured

at 11 years, fusing II year teacher rating of number as instrumental variable

in each case.

4
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ZEtnE2L:EstiMate regression coefficients for rencling test at 1.6 on reading test at 11 for each 11 year social class separately
using teacher rating of number at 11 as instrumental variablez:..

; -
11 year test score 16 year test score

$

Reliability Variance
of

measure-
merit

error

C

Social
Class

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Raw Corr,

between
11 & 16

yr. scores

Estimated
true corr.

between
11.& 16 yr
scores

,:an

reading
score of
11 years

Mean

reading
score of
16 years

No.

Cases
Reliability Variance

of measure-
ment error

j

Profess-
ional 0.918 0.084 0.72 0.98 0.741 0.688 249 0.75 0.193

Inter-
1 mediate 0.893 0.038 0.77 0.95 0.485 0.479 903 0.84 0.138

Skilled
non-manual 0.902 0.046 . 0.78 0.97 0.360 0.384 497 0.80 0.1-77

Skilled
manual 0.980 0.023 0.80 0.97 -0.099 -0.099 2235 0.79 0.165

Semi- t
skilled
manual

0.981 0.037 0.78 0.95 -0.238 -0.281 880 0.78 0.169

Unskilled
manual

1.037 0.074 0.78 0.90 -0.567 -0.458 282 0.76 0.198

All

(enluding
no male
bead)

0.974 0.014 0.80 0.96 0.046 0.035 5046 0.82 0.168

0.72 0.199

0.78 0.175

. 81' 0.142

0.85 0.116

0.84 0.132

0.94 - 0.132

0.85 0.135

Test*for equality of 11 year Reliability Coefficients
)( = 11.9 (p <0.05)

7:3 Test for equality 'f 11 year :4easurement error variances X2 = 9.5° (p> 0.05)
Test for equality of true correlation coefficients X2 = S 141.7 (p <0.001)

5
*Test values for these tests are obtained from the robust chi-square test in Layard (1973) assuming the distribution
of the measurement errors has a kurtosis of 3. When a kurtosis of zero is assumed the values cf X3 for equality of
reliability coefficients and measurement errors respectively are 29.8, 23.7 (p< 0.001)

74
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With the exception of the "professional" class the regression coefficients

systematically decrease with higher social class. The reliability estimates

of the reading test at 11 years in each social class are seen :o vary, generally

increasing with higher social ela::s. The exception to this is in the " professional"

class whose lower reliabilit; may be / explained by the presence of higher

measurement errors at thC top of the reading scale. The measurement error

variances vary in an inverse fashion and this table does not provide evidence

that the measurement error variance is more nearly constant between social classes

than the reliability coefficient, as Suggested in Goldstein (1979), indeed the

opposite seems to he the case. The estimated values of the true correlation

coefficient (0 within each social class is obtained from the equation

r

11 R16

...

where r is the observed correlation coefficient and R11, RI6 are the estimated

reliability estimates of the 11 and 16 year teat scores, the 16 year estimates

being obtained by using instrumental variable estimates of the regression er

11 year on 16 year test scores, the intrumental variable being the teacher's

-rating at age 16 of mathematics. The estimated correlations vary with social

class with the "professional" class having the highest value and the "unskilled

manual" class the lowest value. These values seem rather high, but it must
,..,

be remembered that the same reading test was used at 11 and 16 years. A 9-57. -'
,-v

confidence interval level for the overall value is (0.962, 0.996).
7'

,-y
.,-

,-"
Table 7 gives the coefficients for the mathematics test, where telicher's

_--
ratings of the use of books at 11 years is used cs the

rrumental
variable

for each class, Contrary to the reading scores, the,regresSion coefficients

increase with higher social class, .
- The reliability

estimates of the mathematics test at 11 years are seen to vary with a lower value

for the "professional" class. The measurement error variances vary in an

inverse fashion. The extont of variation between social classes of the

relibilit!yand wasutement error variances is larger than for the reading test,

both reliability and mca.urement etior variaiii:o estimates showing a similar

degree of variation.

The estimated true correlation coefficients show the same pattern as for the

reading test, with the values on the "professional" .rid "unskilled manual"

classes bl` i ng respectively hi gher and I owe, tlian tt lw aye' age value'. ,he 957.

confidence interval for the overall value' is (0.89q, 0.9(8).
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able 7 Estimated regression coefficients for mathepatics test at 16 dri mathematics test at 11 for each 11 year social class
separately using teacher rating of use of books at 11 as instrumental variable

11 year test score it year test score

Social Regretsion Standard 'Raw Corr. Estimated Mean Mean No. Reliability Variance Reliability Variano
Class Coefficient Error between true corr. Maths Maths Cases of measure- of

11 & 16 between score at score at went error measure-
.. yr. scores ll'F. 16 yr 11 years 16 years ment

scores error

...

Profess-
ional

1.081 0.120 0.73 0.94 0.778 0.716 249 0.72 0.210 0.83 0.146

Anter-.
mediate

0.920 0.042 0.73 0.88 0.454 0.510 903 0.83 0.136 0.84 0.128

Skilled noii-

manual i/

0.883 0.052 0.73 0.88 0.330 0.388 497 0.84 0.132 0.82 0.153

/'

manual
0.869 0.026 0.71 0.89 -0.063 -0.098 2235 0.85 0.118 0.74 0.215

Semi-
skilled
manual

0.$24 0.044 0.65 0.88 -0.248 -0.226 880 0.79 0.160 ,,,,0.70 0.230

- Unskilled
manual

0.689 0.068 0.64 0.83 -0.478 -0.475 282 0.87 0.101 0.67 0.229

All

(excluding
no male
head)

0.885 0.016 0.74 0.90 0.039 0.071 5046 0.85 0.133 0.79 ' 0.194

Test* for equality of 11 year reliability coefficients X2 = 34.5 (p< 0,001)
5'Test* for equality of 11 year measurement error variances 2

X
s

= 29.5 (p< 0.001)

Test for equality of true correlation coefficients

*See note on table 6

X 2 = 46.2 (p <0.00i)
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5. SUMMARY 'AND DIS/USSION

Our results suggest thatdiffering correlations of instrumental variables with

measurement erro) s account for the observed differences in regression and

reliability estimates, although social class has a negligible correlation with

measurement error but a non-neglivible correlation with the error of prediction.
r.

The estimated correlation coefficient between true scores on reading and

malhemaLifs tests at eleven and sixteen years is respectively 0.96 and 0.90.

The estialated reliabilitics using the selected instrumental variable-: (teacher

ralinp,C of an kniTelai-e ability at age 7 as the predictor) are 0.81 and 0.88

for/reading and mathematics rdfipectively. These compare with the values of

0.82 and 0.94 given in Goldstein (1279) by split half item analysis on a subsample

4 3Q0 cases. Whilst the values forjeading are similar the value obtained by

' "item analysis for mathematics is somewhat higher than any obtained for the

instrumental variables, used here, although the difference is of the same order
/
. cps the standard error of the separate estimates.

For reading attainment the estimated standard error of the reliability estimate

obtained by item analysis is 0.030 While .the instrumental variable method gives

0.012. A split half estimate using all available data would have a stantard

error of(tbout 0.007. For mathematics the relevant standard errors are 0.020,,

0.014 and 0.005.

Using a grouping of the predictor variable itself as an instrumental variable

-gives estimates of the reliability which are higher than any obtained using

other variables as instrumental variables, irrespective of the number of groups
used. These estimators, we suggest, are not to be recommended.

The examination of reading and mathematics attainment eparately in each social

class gave different rtliabilities for the different social classes.

For both attainments the "professional" social class gave the lowest value but

otherwise for the mathematics test lower reliabilities occurred in Lhe lower

social clhsses and vice versa for the reading test- Measnremva error variance
estimates varied in an inverse fashion. Instrumental variable estimates of

regression coefficients showed an opposite trend for each attainment, with ty

coefficients for the reading test being generally higher in the lower social

classes and for the mathematics being higher in the higher social classes.

Estimates of the true correlation between 11 and 16 years was different in each
social class for both lending and mathematics attainments, with highel VANCS
in the "professional" class and lower values in the "unskilled,mannal" class for
each attainment.
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While instrumental variable estimation has had a long history (early papers on

theory and application in the economic field include:. Wld (1940), Reiersol

(1945), Durbin (1953), Sargan (1958), Madnshy (1959)), it has not yet'become °

gelerally accepted as an estimation method in the .social and educational fields.

Sargan (1958, page 396), in discussing the (unknown) correlation of instrumental

variables with measurement error in an economic context states "It is not easy

to justify the basic assumption cqncerning these errors, namely that they are

independent of the instrumental variables. It seems likely that they will vary

With a trend and with the trade cycle. la so far as this is true the method

discussed here will lead to inconsistent estimates of the coefficients. Nothing

can be done about this since presumably if anything were known about this type

of error, better estimates of the variables could be produced. Tt must, be

hoped that the estimates of the variables are sufficiently accurate, so that

systcmatic errors of-this kind are small." We have argued that comparisons

of different instrumental variables, considered separately,'can throw some

light on the error structure in the data and thus lead to better knowledge of

the consistency of the estimates produced. Furthermore it is also our view

that this approach provides a flexible tool for an empirical study of the various

assumptions needed to produce good estimates.

Finally, four issues seem particularly worthy of attention:

1. Obtaining estimates of the standard errors of the difference between

different instrumental variable estimates (these will be lower than

those obtained using the individual standard errors and assuming

independence). This would enable a more careful analysis of the

hypotheses of the paper.

2. 'Obtaining good estimates of the standard errors of the reliability

estimates produced by instrumental var.able methods.

Examination of the use ofmore than one instrumental variable'in

connection with a single predictor in terms of the efficiency and

consistency of estimates.

4. The study of differing reliabilities and measurement error variances

in different groups of variables such as social class, in order to

incorporate these h linear model estiate:"

24--
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SUMMARY r.

Ol

7The method of Instrumental Variables in suggested as4an alternative to

traditional methods for estimating the reliability of mental test scores, and

'voids certain draubacks of these methods. The.consistency.andefficiency of

the inlrumental variable method arc examined empirically usinz data from-the

ftritish National Child Development Study in an analysis of 16 year and 11-year

-old scores on tests of mathematics and reading.

KEThORDS

Instrumental Variables, Errors in Variables, Reliability, Lopgitudinal,

Educational Attainment.
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SUMMARY

Examples are given of the use of L7san in both confirmatory and exploratory,

modes. In the confirmatory mode a sequence of hypotheses is set up each of
,

which is a special *case of the preceding one and is tested sequentially. In

the exploratory mode the data in conjunction with knowledge of the subject

matter is used at any stage to determine which parameter to add to.a.given

model. This paper emphasises, when used in a confirmatory mode, the importance

of the initial specification of the model and shows how, more than one model

can be "confirmed" by the data. In the exploratory mode LISREL is used on.the

data from the National Child Development Study to estimate the correlation

between the latent variables corresponding to underlying reading attainments

at two ages. Examined also is the effect of different fitted error correlations

on the correlation between latent variables and the effect on final estimates

of choosing different indicator variables and of scaling variables to have

,normal distributions. The use of data on reading attainment at three ages

allows the incorporation of extra latent variables corresponding to test

specific factors. Finally an alternative method using instrumental variables

for estimating change in reading attainment is briefly.described and compared

with the linear structural relations method.

ESE IN A CONFIRMATORY MODE

Joreskog and Sorbom (1977) describe the procedure thus:

"Suppose 8,;) represents one model under given specifications of fixed, free

and constrained parameters. To test the model H against any more general
o

model H
1,

--estiMate them separately and compare their )(
2

, The difference in
_2

is asymptotically a x
2
,with degrees of freedom equal to the corresponding

difference in degrees of freedom. In many situations, it 'is possible to set up

a sequence of hypotheses such that dach,one is a special base of the preceding

and to test these nypothegessequedtially".

Weals, lirelLd, Grandy and Rock (1980) apply LISREL to the mensuremew.-of
,

wrilting ability ct three occasions, by canny and by a t lit of standard writtein,
1 .

English at each occasion,

i

the measures being made on American undergraduate...4%



- 2' .2

during their first year of study, composition Instruction being given between

the first'two occasions. They aim to use LISREL to s

or variation in the "true scores" (underlying or late

perste out'the instability

t ability) over occasions

from the measurement errors which aro supposed to be correlated across occasions

and thus derive estimates o? reliability. It is this correlation between

measurement errors across occasions which makes the m4del more general than
1

the well known factor analysis model.

Each essay is marked independently on a scale from 1 to 6 by two outside teachers

to give a scale from 1 to 12 and the testa each eonsiiit of 50 multiple choice

items. The data con.ist of 234 out of a total of an initial 2500 students

tested at each occasion and though it gives rise to a largo potential non-

response problem is used hero for didactic purposes. 'The correlation matrix

'is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Werts et, al. data on writing ability of undergraduates.

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Essay 1

Essay 2

Essay 3

1.000

0.837

0.854

0.621

0.602

0.596

1.000

0.842

0.640

0.636

0.617

1.000

0.602 1.000

0.551 0.564 1.000

0.597 0.572 0.523 1.000

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Essay 1 Essay 2 Essay 3

Their initial (most general) model is that the true scores of the tests and

essays are linearly related, the same latent variable being measured by both

indicators, and that the errors of measurement of the tests'are uncorrelated

across occasions whereas the errors of measurement of the essays are correlated

across occasions. We call this the "essay errors correlation model".

An alternative hypothesis, not examined by Werts et al, is that the earrors on

the tests are correlated between occasions but that the essary errors are not

correlated between occas-ions. We call this the "test error correlation" model.

Thu furthor alternative, that tho true scores underlying the tests and essays

represent different latent variables and that neither of the errors are

correlated across occasions, leads to an unidentifiable or indeterminate model

baying too many parameters to ho fitted by the 21 independent observed correlations.
Note, however, that Block & Sarin (1981) provides a reinterpretation of the berts et al
data using two latent variables having correlation 0.89 by making the assumptions that a
simplex relation holds between each set of latent variables and that st lea t one of 1hroc
other-possible restrictions hold. Appendix 2 shows that the model with both sets of
errors correlated across occasions is also not identified.
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Tho choice between the "essay error correlation': and tho "test error

.-, correlation" models cannot be made empirically as neither is a specialisation

of the other,, the two models embodying different conceptualisations of the

true score or latent variable or equivalently of the allowed components of

error. They will bo shown to lead to different parameter estimates, in particular,

°reliability estimates, by carrying through .the iiiocess of Werts et al for both

models. '

I
The most general model considered by Werts et al has the restriction on true

scores that the correlation between the true scores at occasions 2, 3,

is unaffected Ly the true score at occasion 1.or pull = 0 This is

i equivalent to the restriction that p .. p p and is
3 12 23

called the simplex model of true scores. The model is shown diagrammatically

Ii
in figure 1 for the "test error correlation" case. The LISREL specification

of this model is given in Joreskog and Sorbom (1977), Section 4.2 and also in

Appendix 1 of Mrs paper.

The model with unrestricted error correlations can be reformulated as one with

a test specific factor (see Appendix63) and this is shown in figure 2. In testing

the series of possible models the restrictions on the relationship between the

true, scores can be viewed as the structural component of the model and we have

in order of increasing restriction,

S1 No restriction on true scores

S2 Simplex restriction on true scores

S3 No change in true score's between occasions i, j

S4 No change in true scores overall

Similarly considering the measurement component given by the error correlations

(for a particular test) we have the following possibilities (restrictions apply

to both tests) :

El No restriction on error variances or covariances

E2 Equal error variances on two occasions

E3 Equal error variances on all occasions

E4 Equal error correlations between two sets of occasion

E5 Equal error correlations between all occasions

E6 Zero error correlations between all occasions

We proceed by testing first the structural restrictions in turn and accepting

a model when the restriction gives a significata increase in X2
. Then we

test the restrictions on error correlations in turn on the accepted structural

model. The testing then continues on any remaining structural restrictions

using the current error correlation model, and then gain on the error corrolaton

restrictions ii necosaary. The'process stops if all more restrictA models in

both structural and error sonseigivo significant increase in X
2

Models

containing SI, are not included as they aro not homogeneous.
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Table 2 shows the decision process for the test error correlation model.

All structural restrictions are satisfied and the final model has 1 latent

variable with equal correlations of test error across occasions of 0.55.

Table 3 shows the decision process for the essay error correlation model.

Here the restriction S4 is rejected in the context of El but accepted in

the context of E5, the common essay error correlation being 0.21. The

significant values given by the tests when used in this way cannot be given

a.rigid interpretation in probability terms as restrictions are tested

sometimes more than once and a given model tested against more than one

other model.

No restriction on
true scores

Simplex restriction
on true scores

No change in true
scores

Measurement comnonent

(in context of S3)
Equal error variances
on all occasions (each
test)

Equal error correlations
across occasions

Zero error correlations
across occasions

2

Xs =a 144

e.

TABLE 2 Test error correlation modcle decision process

Structural component Goodness of fit Difference

X: X = 1.01

2 2

X6 .=. 4.73 X
2

= 2.79

2

X
io

= 10.02 Xy = 5.29

2 = 12.40 v
2

= 2.38
XI, A2

2 2

X
Is

= 36.44 XI= 24.04

Significance Decision

> 0.0g accept

0.05 accept

0.05'accept

> 0.05 accept

<0.001 reject
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Table 3 Essay error correlation model : decision processes

Structural component

No%restriction on
,true scores

Simplex restrictions
'on true scores

No change in true
scores

Measurement comnonent
(in context of S1)

Equal error variances

Equal error correla-
tions (E5)

,Zero error correlations

Structural"coMponeW7
(in context of E5)

Simplex° restriction on
true scores

Nd'chanee in true
scores (S4)

Measurement component
(in context of S4)

Zero error correlations

(as final model in Table 2)

Goodness°of fit Difference :Sls:nificnace(p)Decision

2

X3 =

2
=

X6 =

t.

X7 =

X9 =
2

X10 =

=
X10A10

=
A212

d

X13 =

7.V8

11.83

11.94

10.95

11.49

34.94

12..85

13.08

36.44

2

X1

2

X
3

2

X4 =

1

X
2

=

X1 =

X
=

X22
=

L

X1 =

= 4.65.

= 4.76

3.19

1.46

23.45

1.35

0.23

23.36

Y,

<

>

<

0.001 reject

0.01 reject

0.09 accept

0.05 accept

0.001 reject

0.05 accept

0.05 accept

0.001 reject

VA. 110.4 *or ...a ...v. fp.*
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Coto that tho initial "essay error corrolution" has a bad fit to the

data whereas the "ttist error correlation" model fits the data adequately

in its most general form.

Tho final models are thus different for both forms. For the "test error

correlation" model the variances of he test and essay errors are 0.34, 0.45

respectively and tho reliability of tests and essays are 0.66, 0.56

respectively. Tho "essay error correlation" model has values. 0.16, 0.56 for

the variances of tests and essay errors and 0.84, 0.44 for
2 '2

the reliability of tests and essays (reliability is defined as R =0 1V
x X

where o
2

x =0
.x

2 + me 2 = , variance of observed scores = 1 in our

case d2 ue to use of correlation matrix, 0
x = variance of true scores,

0 = variance of measurement error).

The estimates of error variances or equivalently of reliabilities are thus

dependent on the initial modelling framework.

Werts'et al justify their initial decision on the "essay error correlation"

_model by reference to cited research which includes evidence that good

tfandwriting leads to higher essay scores regardless of content. It would

'be equally possible to defend the."test error correlation" model on the basis

of subject specific reactions to the testing process. Indeed a whole day

of a recent Symposium (4th International Symposium on Educational Testing,

Antwerp, June 1980) was devoted to one possible mediating component, test

anxiety.

Change in Attainment Over time : Exploratory and Confirmatory Analyses

LISREL is now used in the analysis of the change in reading attainment between

ages 7 and 11 and between ages 7, 11 and 16 on data from the National Child

Development Study (NCDS), Davie et al, (1970). This study followed up, about

17,000 children-born in one week of March 1958 at'ages 7, 11 and 16. An

obvious limitation on the use of LISREL to which attention is drawn by Joreskog

and Serbom (1977) is the requirement that'the measures used actually measure

the latent traits or hypothetical constructs. The analysis of the Worts et al

data and Appendix 3 shows that assumptions which we make on the nature of the
c.

correlation between the errors of measurement can bo viewed as-part of the

definition of the latent traits.

On the NCDS data this form of analysis requires that wo have a number of reasonable

measures at each occasion of the trait in question.

o c



The following measures of reading attainment from, the MCDS study are considered

and listed hero with a code.

MEASURE

.-----Age 7 eading Test,(Southgate)
--

Teacher-lating of reading
abIlliy ,

--.

Trencher rating ofchild's
//present standard on reading

--- scheme

Ago 11 Reading Comprehension Test

Teacher rittings of the Use
of Books

Teacher rating of Oral Ability

Verbal component of General
Ability Test

Age 16 Reading Comprehension Test

Teacher rst-ng of English
ability

CODE VARIABLE NUMBER

RTST7 1

RTR 7 2

RSTD 7 3

RTST 11 4

U of B 11 5

OTR 11 6

°VGAT 11 6
..

RTST 16

ETR 16

Whilst we have three seemingly valid measures of reading attainment at age 7

only the first two of the 11 year measures have face validity, the Oral

teacher rating and the verbal component of the General Ability test perhaps

measuring different but related skills. The teacher rating ct English at

age 16 may also lock face validity. The same reading test was used at ages

11 and 16. Cr

Desirable qualities in the data and their_preliminTy examination

The maximum likelihood estimation procedure of LISREL requires for consistency

of estimates that the data are multinormally distributed. Under these conditions

'the variance-covariance matrix between variables represents all the information

in the data as all moments above the second are zero. Multinormality can be

tested by various methods. These are well reviewed by Bock (1975) and Gnanadesikan

(1977) and further methods given by Cox and Small (1978) and Barnet and Lewis

(1979).

oMultinormality requires both that marginal distributions are normal and thnt,

relationships between all variables are linear, (though it is not implied by

this). In practice data usually differ from this ideal situaion, for instance,

due to thd relationships betweenivariables being non linear or doe to the variables

Vjk AIN VW.. .10,
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not being marginally. normally distributed. In these ases variables may be

transformed so that one or more of these conditions hold. (The references

given above refer as much to these transformations as to the testing of

multinormality, tho two issues being closely related). It is also conceivable

thatlinear relations occur between latent variables even when they do notII

occur between tho indicators. Howeyer this requires that the relationship

/between the indicators and latent variables is non linear. This cannot be

modelled in LISREL t!'orrli it can be modelled in other programs (of McDonald,/

1980' and Clogg, 1977)
1
and this allows the use of categorical variables a

indicators of continuous latent variables. Alternatively, non-linear actor

analysis (McDonald 1967) allows the factors or latent variables to e non-
,

linearlirelated.

In the present datktho aim was to use.initial transformations to render the

data as far as possible linear. The reading test at 11 years was scaled to

have a normal distribution and the reading test at 7 years old was scaled to

have a linear relationship to the 11 year score, the non-linear relationship

for the raw data being interpreted as due to- a ceiling effect on the 7 year

scores. This scaling reduces but does not eliminate the skewness of the 7

year distribution. Scaling of the 7 year score to have 14 normal distribution

would give a non-linear relationship between the scores at the two ages.
0

The teacher ratings, rated on a scale from 1 to 5 aro viewed as categorisations

of an interval scaled variable and so the distr&butional aspects are considered

relevant. The distributions generally differed from normality in having a
to

nega ive kurtosis (except Oral TR at 11 years) and a transformation to

-normality increased the more extreme values. Such a transformation also

changes the relation to the test scores. Thus it is not possible to examine

the effect of ,uch a transformation whilst retaining the relationship between

all the variables on the present data. However analyses are presented with the

ratings scaled to normality (OSc) and unadjusted (0) in order to examine the

sensitivity of the parameter estimates and the particular parameters which are

freed to this transformation.
0

Table 4 gives the correlations between the variables for both variable sets. It

is seen that the transformation to normality of the teacher ratings reduces

most of the correlations particularly those involving the teacher rating of

Use of Books and the teacher ratings of Oral ability at 11 years, increasing

none of the torrolations significantly.

1. Also Muthen and Dalquist 6980)
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MATRICES OF CORRELATIONS FOR SELECTED SUBSETS OF NCDS READING ATTAINMENT DATA

DATA SET

"0"

"OSc"

11211

R TST 7 1.000

R TR 7 0.738 1.000

R STD 7 0.705 0.635 1.000

R TST 11 0.632 0.614 0.530 1.000

\ U OF B 11 0,607 0.601 0.511 0,380 1.000

\0 TR 11 0.534 0.542 0.409 0.618 0.707 1.000

R TST 7 R TR 7 R STD 7 RTST 11 U OF B 11 0 TR 11

R TST 7 1.000

R TR 7 0.742 1.000

R STD 7 0.622 0.599 1.000

R TST 11 0.632 0.616 0.461 1.000

U OF B 11 0.497 0.494 0.386 0.562 1.000

0 TR 11 0.458 0.468 0.355 0.537' 0.616 1.000

R TST 7 R tR 7 R STD 7 RTST 11 U OF B 11 0 TR 11

R ,TST 11 1.000
V

R TR 11 0.747 1,000

R STD 11 0.713 0.705 1.000

R TST Ll 0.638 0.616 0.546 1.000

U OF B 11 0.618 0.60 0.534 0.684 1.000

V GAT 11 0.680 0.635 0.577 0.745 0,663 1.000

R TST 11 RTR 11 R STD 11 RTST 11 U OF B 11 VGAT 11

is as "0" except the last column is deleted

-
9 1
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Tho linearity of t he relation's between variables was examined for sets both

with- transformed and non-transforiedteader ratings by examining the contribution

of the squared term toUe regression of each variable on the 11 year test

s core. Although all'hOt 1 coefficient was significant (on a sample size 1094),

the increase in R
2
duo -M fitting this term.was always less than 0.02 being

greatest for tho scaled data for Oral Teaching Rating (0.009) and for the

Verbal General Ability (0.008) and for the non-scaled data Ws Reading Standard

teacher rating (0.013) and verbalvgenerra ability (0.008). Except for the

Reading Standard teacher rating at 7 years the scaled teacher ratings had less

linear relationships to the 11 year test score than the nbn-scaled ratings.
A

Further examination on unsealed data taking a random sample of 500 cases and

fitting terms up to x
5

in the regression gave non-significant coefficients

except in the regression of General Ability,test at 11 on the readingstest at 11

where the x
2

coefficient was significant at the 5% level. In a regression of

teacher ratings,on the General Ability test none of the higher order coefficients
a

were significant. Overall then the degree of non-linearity in the data was not

considered substantial though the lower' correlations of Tany, of the teacher

ratings with the normally JAstributed 11 year"test score,when transformed suggest

the prescence of some degree of non-linearity at least in the transformed data,

doo

The face validity of the teacher ratings of Oral ability and of the Verbal component

of the General Ability test is examined by runs of LISREL on the 7 and 11 year

reading attainments with each of these indicators included separately (datasets

"0" and "N.1) and also with none of them-(dataset "2" - 2 indicators only at 11

years). If all the other indicators are suitable then the suitability of these

indicators will be judged by the similarity of the parameter estimates for the
. -

data sets which include them and those which do not. These consist of the

correlations between latent variables at different occasions, the correlations

between errors of measurement and the variance of the errors or, equivalently, the

reliability of the measures.

.) 2 0



Finally the largo sample size results in a,significant lack of fit for models

welch wouldt fit for smaller simplex, sizes and thus using the criterion of

overall fit Vb select the appropriate model sometimes results in a large number

of parameters being fitted. One way round this problem is to use a nominal

sample size (say 1000) as the basis on which to compare the models. As well as

'giving. the fit of each model to the data, the value of the sample size at which

the model fits at the U.05 level is also given and when this rises to above the

nominal sample size this procedure would choose this as the fiinal model.
..

1Irad-ition we are interested in the exlot *Of change in the estimated

*correlation between the latent variables as we proceed through the model choice
) ,

process. This is affected by the ipartic lar error correlations which are
. . Y

...

different from zero, Appendix64 ives th ppropridte arameterisation of this

problemin the LISREL formak.in order that error correltices between occasions

can be estimated. Figure 3 describes the model And Appendix5.5 briefly describes

and justifies the model choice procedure used, that of freeing the parameter

with. th largest first order derivative. First,explonitory analyses of the 7

and ll'year data ace presented. -71-11 the 7e-11 and 16 year data is examined via

models which uti:tse both exploratory and confirmatory approaches.

Exploratory Analyses of 7 and 11 year data

Table 5 gives the model selection process forl'each data set. P (= Y12) is the

estimated correlation of the latent variables between occasions and n0.05 is the

sample size at which the solution reaches the 0.05 significance level.

'In the column* labelled "largest first order derivative","largest residual" are the

variable numbers invclvdd.

It can be seen that when a positive error correlation between occasions is fitted,

the'cOrrelation between latent valkles is reduced and vice versa when a positive

error correlation between variables at the same occasion is fitted. (For example

dataset OSe models 1 to 2, 4 to 5). The opposite effect occures when negative.t./

error correlations are fitted. In 5 out 14 occasions the largest first derivative.

.occurred between tho same variables as did the largest residual.

The estimates of p for each of the nonsealed data sets,, 0.821, 0.829, 0.822 are

qulite similar, and more similar*thaa are found using a nominal namplg size of 1000.

93
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TABLE 11 PROCESS OF MODEL SELECTION ON THE FOUR ISITeSTS FROM NCDS

.

ata Sot Order of model Fit (X
2

) p value n0.05 largent,firs't largest
selention

p
order derivative residual

.
I

0" 1 , X8 492.0 337 0.819. 5.6 1.4 1

0Sc"

3

4

1

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

2" 1

2

8

2
X
7

=

2
X
6

=

2

187.0

26.0

,

X
5

= 15.1 0.01

2
X
4

= 5.4 0.25

X
2

8
= 938.6

2
X
7

= 106.1

X
6

2
= 38.1

X
5

= 27.1

X
4

2
= 15.7 0.004

k2
3

7.6 0.04

X'
2

=
8

233.7

X
2

7 = 180.0

X
6

2
= 96.2

2
X
5

= 19.3 0.002

2
X
4

= 4.8 0.31

X
4

2
= 158.7

2
10.15.X

3
= 5.3

805 0,,842

5177 0.828

7852 0.819

18773 '0.821

177 0.819

1420 0.845

3533 0.852

4334 0.850

8457 '*0.945

10978' 0,F3n

540 0.856

638 0.850

1066 0.843

4681 0.827

16090 0.829

637 " 0.845

15740 0.822

1.2

2.6

3.6

5.6

3.4

6.2 .

5.2

3.6

1.6

3.6

5.6

3.4

6.,3

6.3

5.1 6.3

1.6 3.4

5.6

1.2

2.6

3.4 '

3.4

2.6

1.2 3.4

able 6 gives the estimated error correlations and Table 7 gives the estimates of

eliabili ty.

e nature of the error correlations. between the measures at age 7 and the first two measures

of age 11 are seen to be little affected by the third test at age 11. However, the scaling

f the teacher ratings maYkedly affects the error structure, giving a larger proportion of

ern:4* correlations between occasions.

/

imilarly the reliability estimates of All other measures is little affected by the inclusion

r'the choice of tho third test at ago 11. The sedling of the teacher ratings however

duces the reliability estimates of th6 teacher rating and also affects those.of the tests.

04
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ABLE 6 ESTIMATES OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ERRORS OP BrASUIU :'TUTS FROM FINAL MODE'S IN VIE

FOUR DATA SETS

R TST 7

R TR 7
.

R STD 7

1

-0.45

0

1

0 1

1

0.28

"OSc"

1

R TST 11

U OF D 11

0 TR 11

0

0

-0.07

0

0

0

0

0

-0.03

1

0

0

It TST 7

R TR 7

R STD 7

R TST 11

U OF B 11

V 'GAT 11

1

0 1

0 0

0 0

-0.04 0.07

0 0.06

1

-0.14 1

0 0 1

0 0 0.21 1

1 "2"-

-0.36 1

0 0 1

0 0 0 1 /

0 0 0 0 1

0.04 0.01 0 0 0.23 1

1

-0.45 1

0 0 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1

ABLE 7 RELIABILITY ESTIMATES FROM FINAL MODEL ON TEE FOUR DATA SETS

. .

ATA SET R TST 7 R 7R 7 RSTD 7 R TST 11 U OF B 11 OT R1I VGAT 11

o

'0" .83 .79- .59 .71 .66 .55 -

'OSc" .77 .72 .50 .74 .42 .38

'2" .84 .80 .59 .70 .66
(

islim .83 .79 .62 .74 .67 .79

These results give some reassurance that the inclusion of the third indicator has not

arkedly affected the latent variables at each occasion, though of thy two e.:tra indicators

the General Ability test has slightly more effect than the Oral teacher rating on the other

arameiera in the hodole Thoy Ono auggemi thut Ofleh MOW') is it Valid ono.

n addition of extra indicators provides extra information which reduces tne standard errors

t the estimates and so under these conditions they should both be 'added to the model. The

tandard error of the correlation between the latent variables at 7 and 11 years is

oducod from 6.006 to 07005 by the addition of the oral teachers' rating.



Analysis of data on NCDS at three occasions

The exploratory analysis just considered is useful to the present analysis in two

reppects. Firstly it suggests that either or both of the Oral teacher rating and

the General Ability test can be used as an indicator of the 11 year reading

attainment and secondly it suggests that the teacher ratings taken at age 11 have

correlated errors and that these also occur between the reading test at 7 and the

teaching rating of reading at the same age. The full path model for the relations

between th-b. latent variable at each occasion but where the errors are concerned

uncorralatediaaharaliang,:recnecorrelntioncoefficientsp.and the
ij

conditional correlation coefficients
Pij/k where Pii/k is the conditional

correlation he.tween the latent variables at occasions i, j given the value of

occasion k are 'related to n and g; This model (M3) is a saturated model for
l' r2 3

the structural aspects of the model as all possible parameters in the model are
estimated. The likelihood ratio test of goodness of fit of this model gives X12 =
1090.7

Two alternatives are now possible, either to elaborate the model in an exploratory

sense by freeing error covariances corresponding
to the highest first order derivatives

or some other criterion or to hypothesise
some particular structure. on the errors

corresponding to one'or more test specific factors. We have seen (Appendixb3) that a
test specifi factor is a reformulation of a szt of non zero error covariances when

3 indicators have mutually correlated errors. It is more restrictive though more
easily interpretable when more than 3 indicators have mutually correlated errors. .

One important restriction of model/ of this type is that no test specific factor for
all the three or less indicators at A particular occasion car, be hypothesised a:
this would not allow the relation between the latent variables at different occasions
to be uniquely determined. However it is natural to chose one test specific factOr
for all tests and another for all teacher ratings, these being considered orthognal.
This model, M5, described in figure 5 gives a X

9
= 185.5, a substantial improverent

in fit. To what extent is the error variance of the indicators accounted for by this
model? Table 8 gives the error variance of each indicator showing the proportion
accounted for by the test specific factor.

PG
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s.y 4 , =

j5

.. \
0

CONTRIBUTIONS OF TEST SPECIFIC FACTOR TO TOTAL ERROR VARIANCE

li

Total error Test factor contribution Remaining Proportion of
variance to overall varianco variance variance accounted

for by Test factor

7

ST 11
.--

-14# 16 -

VGAT 11

either
riffn s

TIY.7 ,

P:rli 11

m 16.

O

r

0.177 0.006 0.171 0.04

0.258 0.130 0.128 0.51

0.254 0.076 0.178 0.30

0.267 0.002 0.269 0.01

0.321 0.138 0.183 0.43

0.407 0.019 0.388 0.05

0.383 0.011 0.372 0.03

0.403 0.009 0.304 0.02

es a large proportion of the error variation in the reading tests at ages 11 and 16 is

ccounted for by the test specific factor corresponding to the tests and a large

proportion the error variation in the teaching rating of reading at age 7 is accounted

or,by the test specific factor corresponding to the teacher ratings. The proportions

or the other indicators are all low. The correlation between errors on the reading

tests at ages 11 and 16 fitted by this model is 0.392 and corresponds to the artefacts

iltroduced into `the data by using the same reading test at the two ages.

jamming the first order ierivatives from the full path model with tncorrelated errors

M3) it is this error covariance which has by far the highest value and freeing only

this covariance gives model M4 with X12 = 362.0, again a, subsfactial improvement, the

iStiWatewf the error correlation being.0.416. This is larger than the previous value

as there are now no constraints on the test specific factor due to the other tests.

A it

Ekamination Of the loadings (Xii) for mode1115 shows that at each age the ratio of the

owest to the highest is greater than 0.85 -suggesting that each indicator is given a

Miler weight in determining the latent variable. At 7 years the test is most

influential and at 16 years least influential.

IS the fit good enough?

lthough the goodness of fit of each of these models is highly significant the sample size,,,

8169-cases, is very large. Bontler and Bonnet (1981) argue that models can be compared

within and between studios by using an index of incremental fit which gives the relative

4rovomenein the fitting.criteria from ono model to another on the same data. Aw . ,
. .._- . .::p

7:,,

AstIggested index is the nomad fit index Q = (
F
k -

F
1) /F0 whore k, 1 are the compdrod-:'

u-r ,

97,
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Models and o is.a suitable null model and Fi is the value of the fitting crsterion for

*ode]. i. A suitable null model in our cane is taken as consisting of 1 common latent

variable for all tests on all occasions. A possible alternative is the model M3.

'Table -9 gives tho set of models described earlier together with the simplex model

described in tho first section (model M2) and the 1 latent variable model M 1 gives

:values of x 2 f6r each model.

TABLE 9 GOODNESS OF FIT AND NORMED INCREMENTAL FIT INDICES FOR A RANGE OF MODELS

MODEL (i) GOODNESS OF FIT (X
2

)'

One latent variable,

.Simplex true scores

,Full path model

,2
0A2

X12

X12

X 126

X
9

X
5

2

=

=

=

=

=

5230.0

1253.5

1090.7

263.0

185.6

7.7

-

°

0.760

0.791

0.930

0.964

0.999

':.:.M
3
with one non zero error
correlation

M
3
with two test snecific-
factors

with four error
5 correlations

4.0r model m5 the value, 0.964; for Q is amongst the highest given in the examples

=model.

. given in Bentler and Bonnet and suggests that this mdel could be considered a final
.! t,

owever by successively freeing error covariances in the context of model m
5

using the

ma*imum first order deriVative as an indicator of which to be freed we arrive at a

[
,p--

final model m
6

having four extra correlations between errors giving X
2
= 7.71,p> 0.1.

`x. The first error covariance to bo froed is that between the reading, test at 7 years and

the Reading Standard rating at 7. This gives slightly higher first order derivative than
,.

that between the 7 year test and teacher rating of reading indicated by the high
,

correlation between the errors, in these variables in the earlier analysis. Other freed

error correlations aro between the Vorbal General Ability test and the teacher ratings

I

,,_ at 11 and 16 and the correlation between the reading standard rating at 7 and teacher
c.:

e rating of English at 16.

'Effect of model choice on arameter estimates

,.Table 10 gives estimates of p and the-reliability estimates of eachik
indicator when tha test specific factoj/rs have been'included in the true score for models

3, M4, M5 and M6.

98
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TABLE 10 ESTIMATES OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LATENT VARIABLES AND RELIABILITY OF
° INDICATORS FOR 3 MODELS

A 2;

1532

p31

3'0

A 31/2

P' ,
12;.1

11

11

11

11

11

3 M
4

M
5

M
6

.848 .858 .867 .861

.988 .956 .957 .959

.777 .794 .794 .805

.989 .881 .887 .880

-.756 -.175 -.247 -.144

.840 .555 .608 ' ..u30°

(RTST7) .78 -.78' .83 .78

(RTST11) .78 .86 .88 8
(RTST16) .79 .85 .83 .82

(VGAT11) .71 .74 .73 .86

(RTR7) .72 .72 '1"' .82 .56

( 3STD7) .63 .63 .61 .80

(U OF 011) .61 .63 .63 .65

(fTR16) .65 .69 .19 .71

-The fitting of test specific factors is seen to affect all the parameters, especially.

'fhb conditional correlations which have more reasonable values. The standard errors

of the estimated correlations are of the order 0.02.

An alternative to the LISREL approach: Use of Instrumental Variables

Themaximum likelihood estimation procedure of LISREL is equivalent to the least squares
4

os;timation procedure and gives optimal estimates only when all the variables are normally
distributed. However, we have seen that there is a.conflict between this requirement and

that o/ linear relationships between the underlying variables. The procedu of

'instrumental variables, applied to a similar data set by Ecot and Goldstein 19§1), avoids

°cthis problem by producing an unbiased estimate of the correlation between "true scores"

on the tests say at ages 7 and 11, under certain conditions. Ecob and Goldstein argued

that these generally hold when the 16 year score is regressed on the 11 year score foro'
tests of reading and mathematiclattainment. The reader is referred to,Appeadix:,6 for

etails of the' differences between the two estimation procedures. r
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It should be noted that all the models considered in this paper are conditional

models in that the latent variables are related by the structural equation

1-y , and the parametory Oefines the expected value of 1gf c

for given, unohserved, . For the unconditional model, the structural part of

the model is 11=yg r and this is equivalent fixing the covariance, W
'12 '

in Appendix 4 in terms of (Pip tP
2

22 as (1)12 = ti)11 ti) 12 The choice

between conditional and unconditional models in the analysis of change is

discussed by Beck (1975), Goldstein (1979a, b), and Plewis (1981). Taking

the two teacher ratings at age 7 separately as instrumental variables ue obtain the
0

following estimates for the test score reliability at age 7 and of the correlation

between test scores across ages 7, 11;
0

Instrumental Variable Estimatbd Reliability
of 7 year Test

Estimated correlation
of test "true scores"
at ages 7 and 11

Teacher rating of reading's)

ability % 0.78 0.81

t Teacher rating of reading
standard 0.76 0.84

The values-for the correlation of true scores between ages and of the reliability of

the 7 year test are comparable to the correlations between latent variables produced

by the structural relations approach of LI3REL.

The estimate of the standard error of the correlation is higher (0.01) using the

instrumental variable approach than the values (average 0,.005) using the structural

relations approach thus reflecting the extra information iused in the latter approach.

Formal estimates of the regression coefficients of second occasion true score on first

Ioccasion true score and of its variance under a variety of structural equation models

can befound in Joreskog and Sorbom (1974).

The results of the linear structural relations approach may be used to aid in the

/,

choice of appropriate instrumental variables: a correlation between errors on the

teacher rating of reading and the reading test age 7 is indicated which would lead to

a correlation of observed teacher rating with test score error which gives rise to an

underestimate of the correlation of reading attainment across ages. As non-zero erro

correlations involving the reading standard rating are fitted this may be a more
4

appropriate choice as instrumental variable.

Finally the models M5 and M6 at these occasions aro compared with an instrumental

variable analysis of Goldstein (1979a)in Table 11.

100
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TABLE 11 COMPARISON OF LATFNT STRUCTVRE AND IWSTRUMENTAL VAUTAIiLTi RI SUI!TS ON READING
ATTAINMENTS AT AGES 7, 11, 16

r7

0.080 r7

Residual Variance

ty... 0.06

Model M5

Model MG

r
16 =

1.084 r
11

.

(0.'025)

r16 1029 r
11

(0.022) (0.318) 0.005

Instrumental
variable
method (IVM)

r16 =
1.113'7.11 0.147 r

) 7

(0.059) (0.051) ' 0.30
0

The lower residual in the latent structure ..models is partly due to the contribution of

, Measurement errors in the 16 year test whia is taken into account. The coefficients

in M5 and IVM are within sampling error but M6 giVes lower values for each coefficient.

Possible extensions to include more than one attainment and experimental or background
variables

The strudtural ovation mo ellinf, can be further extended to the more comple' cases

considered by Goldstein (1979a)of incorparating social class and examining relationships

between reading and mathematics attainment at different ages. The models used here have

been solely solely concerned with the (y, ) part of the LISREL model and Social Class

would be incluaed in the (x,g ) part possibly measured with error using more than one
indicator. An example of this form of analysis is given'by Wheaton et al (1977).

However, one needs to be,aware of the assumption made 1.n these LISREL models that the

errors in the indicators are uncorrelated with the background variables. Results of

Ecob (1979) suggest this is not true for this data. Hauser (1972) gives a model which

allows for a direct:effect of background variables on indicators.

The extra attainment can be modelled by considering more than one latent variable and

specifying the loadings of some indicators on some latent variables as zero. tn

alternative method of examining the effects of Social Class on change in reading

attainment is to consider the initial attainment measures as fixed variables also in

the (x,g )'part of the model. This loses the advantage of modelling test specific

factors over occasions and we 'Ube no parameter corresponding to the correlation between

latent variables over occasions. However, the interpretition given to the effects of

Social Class is improved. Joreskog and Sorbom (1977) give models similar to those in

this section. 0 .
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Fi_gurc 1. 2 Indicators of 1 latent variable (true score) at each of three oceagions

model for Worts et al (1980) data
0
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023

3

tests

essays

O

Simplex model for true scores; errors on one set of indicators arc correlated.

NOTE: The more general structural model has a coefficient 0 relating n3 and, ni
indepondently 041'12 giving the following matrix for (3,

1
1 0 0

0 104



Figure 2
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Roformalation of errorcorrolations An Figure 1 an a tect fzpecific factor

f The parameters AS A9, Var (114 )

1. (sec also Appendix 3).
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each occasion with uncorrelated errors
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figure 5 The 3 occasions model used on the NCDS dafa with additional test

specific latent variables (model M5)
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All5i1E614.1 LIERHL-SPECIFICATiON O WERTS ET'AL MOHEL

.

ThO simplex true score model used is ',formulated as- 1:..X.51 t E

where 1 0 0
-Pi 1 0
..0.-13z 1

c:r

.'

XI 0 0
X20 ."

0 0 X3

X4.0 0
0 Xs o.
0 G x4

9z

ys

E

Ez

Efr

E5

G.

0 --

0 (Pze

0 0 4)

'

.

012 022. *yrInETRIC

gi5 925 9,
0 0 e44

0 0 0. 0 055

o o 0`0 0 044

1Wo methods exist fpr fixing the scale of the latent vari les at each occasion.

One method is to fix the loadipgs of one indicator.at ,:ch age,. Here we adopt the
.

alternative- -soldtion of.fixing ap indicator, X f the first oFasion latent
,-

, and fixing p
1'

B to fix the scales of , 13Z

the scale "of
_

I

-

'-,lo 'l io obtain ihe correlation between latent variables at each occasion. The error
--',-. -
'"_variance -of indicator y, ' is then equal to

. .e.

( 1 - ;4.- ) where
i

is the

loading on the latent variable.

in terms of

e then use the standardised solution which sets the yariances of each latent variabldr--'/-7

p i ' 4
...

1

12-,

-Control card.listing, parameter specifications, LISREL estimates and standardised

solution follow for the most general "essay error correlation" Motel.
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"APPENDIXO IDENTIFICATION PROPERTIES°OF
THE WERTS ET AL MODEL

Weshqw here why the model with ono sot of non zero error correlations (between.

tests or between
errors) is identified but not the model with two sets of non zero

error correlations.

We use the convention described in Appendix 1 which fixes the
coefficients in the

relation oetween latent
variables and the loading X, , of one indicdtor

,

1 I,
71

,

Taking the essay error
correlations to be/zero we have 04=-04(.,=435:

the situation in the earlier model.

We proceed to use the covariances between 499z: y,,9s,

and 94.9.5

depends on

We have

Cov

Coy

Cov

We-have also

°Cov 1(, .2. /11

So we obtain

to obtain a value .for`

being known.

_Var (TO and )1/44,X5

6*; = Mk+ Var

( 9 y5 ) = ( t C, ) ( X54n, c5 )
= £4 ) ( X.,112 5 )

12, = 1 +

) = Var ( 11 ). Similarly Cov (74,c5 ) =0 -oe AULiA:Osi

is fixed at 1..0

and see that it

and as Coy ( 1, r, ) = Cow -n,, cz )

and

Cov

Cov

Cov

( tjt/Ti- ) =

( y, , ya 41) =

)

Var (11,) 0
15 Var (1, )

XtX,) Var (1), )

Dividing equation 3 by the product of equations 1 and 2 we obtain Var (1, ) and

r.......insertion in
equations 1, 2 give -Xf,X-5 respectively.

-t =

then equation 3 becomes
. Coy 49+ yy) = X4X5Var ) +045

and the 3 equations cannot be'solved.

relating X, X4 and X, .

If 0" is not known

Moreover there are no other equations

Repeating this process with 9, 135, gives X 6 and gives overidentification

of Var (11),X, and Cov (91/94 ) = .X5X Var

giving Var (10.

Xs X are found by
3

Cow (

(. 9,, 90 ), Cov (9,0,35) giving again

Coy (91 9(.) X3). ',Jar (145)

by Cov ( 9, ), coy (to, ), Cov

4 parameters, Var (11, )/, Xs, X2 X..b

444Lei-freedora- ar testing the model.
-

) , Toy ( ,
) or by Cov

Var ( ) is found by

;a,* are found
overldeoification,

and finally

( tit )

are obtained by either of 2 equations giving



AOPENDIX13 REFORMULATION OF THE ERROR COHHEtXTION MODEL WITH A TEST SPECIFIC FACTOR

Let us consider a model where'the indicator which has cormiatod errors instead has

loadings on a test specific factor ("Ili), the errors being then uncorrelated. The

other indicator hoe no loadings on this factor.

We then have

)4 1' + ,

where
o

0 A2 0 Xe,

0 0 A3 X5
At 0 0 0,
0 X13 0 0
0 0 X4 0

Ps 1 0 0 0
-1 -1 0 0
0 -1 1'0
0 0 0 1 01,

tp,.5

1 ,

113

704

4, FIBF

As IN ASVEXDSX

r'tA7 is fixed and the identification process is identical to that given in Appendix.

2 apart from Cov 3, Coy (g, g) ), Coy (9, 1333

Now Cov ( 9,9,) = X, X2 Var (111) 4- A7 Aet Var '014 )

"..andas X),X2; Var (11, ) , A7 are known we obtain Xv. ta2 (114 ):

Similarly Cov ( ), Cov ( 2,U3 ) give XiVar (14) Year (11k ) and

by a similar process to the initial identification in the earlier model we

obtain values for each of these quantities:

So,,for the case whore 3 indicators are correlated this is identical to the

existence of a test specific factor for these indicators, the loadings being the same

when the covariances are equal. Note that an error correlation between only 2.

indicators does not imply the existence of a test specific' factor as the two

parameters involved cannot be determined by the one covariance and where more than

three indicators are present overidentification of this factor will result.

As the model with error correlations between both sets of indicators is unidentified

so also is the equivalent model with a test specific variable for each type of
o

indicator.



'APPENDIXO4

OP

LISREL SPEdIFICATION OF 2 OCCASION MODEL WITH 3 INDICATORS AND

1 LATENT VARIABLE AT wasalum

The model following allows for correlation of errors between occasions and has

212 x variable, andis identical to that in Sorbom (1975) and to the

confirmatory factor analysis model, Example 5 in the LISREL Manual.

= X5 i + _c, X
J

X, Or

x3 0

o
o X,
o x6

1 = C

Pe1.2

P

X,,X4 :FIXED (AT I).

is the correlation of the latent variable between occasions.

It is,important to note that the LISREL User's Guide (1978) gives the following

model for change in ability between occasions (Section 111.3 and Example 7)..

X 1) E

x = X E + 6
YE +C

- = x = X5= 1 Xr.

9L t X 1, g, ARE LATENT VARLZLES

5

However, this only allows error correlations within occasions to be fitted.

Control card liSting parameter specifications and fitted estimates follow

for the final model for data sot "OH.



APPENDIXI,5 MODEL CHOICE PROCEDURE IN AN EXPLORATORY SITUATION

The literature of Joreskog and Sortom, is confusing on the recommended procedure

for model choice in this situation. Joreskog and Sorbom (1977) stato

"In a more exploratory situation the X2 goodness-of-fit values

can be used as follows. lice value of X2 is obtained

which is large compared to the numbers of degrees of freedom,

the fit may be examined by an inspection of the residuals,

i.e. the discrepancies between the observed and the reproduced

variances and covariances. The examination, in conjunction

with subject-matter considerations, may suggest ways to relax

the model somewhat by introducing nitre parameters. The new

model usually yields a smaller X2. A large drop in X2,

compared to the difference in degrees Of freedom, supports

the changes made. On the other hand, a drop in X2 which is

close to the difference in number of degrees of freedom indicates

that the improvement in fit is obtained by capitalizing on

clmace."

kOwever, in Joreskog (1977) we find the oame paragraph except that the underlined

Words are replaced ly "by an inspection of the magnitude of the first

derivativeg,of F with respect to the fixed parameters." In fact earlier

literature, Costner and-Schoenberg (1973), Sorbom (1975) points, to deficiencies

in the analysis of residuals 'using simulated-2 occasion data of the type used in our-
.

second example which-include non zero correlations between errors within occasion

(Costner and Schoenberg) and within and between occasions (Sorbom), this shows that

the-i:ierative procedure which frees the largest residual at each stage

results in ''the incorrect parameters being freed. Costner and.Schoenberg find that

the correct model is found by an analysis of the set of subModels which exclude

at least one indicator at each occasion, and,Sozbom finds that an analysis of the

first order derivatives gives the correct model. The latter method is used here

as it is much more economical. However, as Sorbom mentions, the freeing of the

parameter with largest first order derivatives will not give the largest decrease

in X2 as another parameter with greater change in its value between models could

theoretically give a larger decrease in X2. Some idea of .41ether the models found

are the correct ones can bo given by comparing the order of freeing the first

derivatives with the-ordering of the freed correlations in each data set.

In "0" none out of a possible 6 order changes occur,

in ".0Sc" 1 out oi a possible 10 and in "V" 4 out of a possible 6 occur.

This gives some limited confidence that the best model with the given number of

,freed parameters his been found. However, impos'ing the final model of "0" on

'677.41L'"vbc" gives a lower X2 (X2 = 15.2) then tho equivalent model in fact chosen (x2 =-15.7).

Only one of the parameters freed ,(5, 6) was tho name in each case.



APPENDIX66 THE' LINEAR STRUCTURAL RELATIONS (aR) AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIAM.E (IV)
ESTIMATORS COMPARED

IV LSR

Estimation method

Condition for
consistency estimates
of regression (or
correlation) coefficient

?Effect of correlations of
measurement errors between
occasions on the regression
coefficient.

Effects of correlations of
measurement errors within
occasions on the regression
'coefficient

Actik possible when there
are non linear relations
between normally distributed-
variables.

Efficiency of estimates

Effect on variance of
regression cbeff' of
increase in n f te.,ts
at either occasion

Least Squares

IV's are not

correlated with
errors of measurement
or disturbances

None

Inconsistency of this
leads to a Correlation
between the observed
instrumental variable
and test score
mea?urement error.

Transform independent
variable to a ;pear
relation with dependent
variable

Maximum likelihood

Correct model is chosen,

and. observed variables
are joint%y normally
distributed

None, if incorporated
into the model

I.

None, if incorporated
into the model

No action possible to
give consistent, estimates

Dependent on the ,efficient if variables
correlation of are normally distributed
instrumental variable(s)
with independent
variable - generally
subonplimal

. .

If all used as
instrumental variables,
variance generally,
decreases
(See Ecob & Goldstein,
1981)

1.1:4

Variance generally
decreases (See Joreskog
and Sorbom, 1974)



APPENDIX 7 0

ESTIMATING THE INCONSISTENCY iyINSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTINATES IN THE

CASEOF CONGENERIC VARIABLES WITH CORRELATED ERRORS

By Russell Ecob

The three variables, the independent, dependent and instrumental variables

are represented as congeneric variables with correlated errors, ,this being

known.as a reformulation of the test specific latent variable (see Appendix 6).

The dependent variable, however, contain two error components, one being
.

.

a disturbance term in the regreSsion on the indpendent variable which is

assumed to be uncorrelated with the error of measurement of the instrumental

variable.

Let xi: x2 , x3 be the observed valued of the independent and instrumental

variab/as.yespectively.

Then we have

X1 -

X = -4" 4 C4
2

.1 ElX =

'where '(e.t = 1, 3 . , e, :4 7- o - and = 0

and (e, 7-0 , E 6.4)

The true scores , , lL - at occasions 1 and 2 are given by

t't

giving the following relation between true scores;

, .e

or 1. where. fit!, 4 N is the regression

coefficient in the relation between the true scores at the two occasions.

Let us denote the correlation between errors ei, ej on variables xi and xj

by ./b;4 and let the reliability of Y, be R,

The Instrumental Variables estimate of the regression coefficient of XL onr
is

/3z v

<
."1

("x, y?

C (A ( Pr f .) (6,1( vj)

os.)
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Vie 7?;
and as

simple a]gebra we obtain

v
g2. P-1

I

13 )

/°q J71-1-1 )

and the relative inconsistency, j- A v

where lit.' 714 I --4;.

R

When X, / X 2_

g

have the same reliability, R

then _

fc:.?

#2-3

For this particular model the inconsistency of, the instrumental variables

estimator is given --in terms of the unknown correlation of indicator errors

and reliabilities. However this -model is similar to the structural

J

after some

given by

(1)

(7.gf
2.2 Li

relation's model, where an extra indicator is required l'or the dependent

variable, the true indicator) of the independent variable being X,
I

Two of the instrumental variables used in Appendix 5b, the verbal component

of the General Ability test and the teacher, rating of oral ability are used

simultaneously as indicators of the 11 year reading attainment. Though the

instrumental variables analysis uses each of these indicators separately as

instrumental variables, the comparability of estimates of /3 formed by correcting

the separate instrumental variable estimates using the error correlations and

reliabilities estimated from the structural equations model will provide an

indication of the consistency of the two approaches with each other., It is

known also that fitting non zero corm/0,1100 between errors of particular
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indicators will,affect other fitted error correlations in the model. Thus

ether indicators may obscure a non-zero correlation between two particular

indicators. The effect of this in examined by forcing particular error

correlations to be freed early in the fitting process.

:The following is a.list of the indicators used;

Test of reading at age 11

Test of reading at age 16

Oral teacher rating at age 11 (1Vir- 1st instrumental variable)

4) Verbal component of General Ability Test at 11 (IV 2)

5) English teacher ratings at agc 16

0,

As the analysis in Appendix 6 suggested, the largest error correlation by far

Is that between the two tests (142). Freeing the error correlations in terms

02 the r highest fcs. order derivatives freed (1, 3) and then (1, 4) thts

giving an acceptable fit to the data (X
2

= 2.6) and a fitting first (1, 4)
2

gave again (1,3) as the next

freed parameter producing the same model (Model 1).

Alternative models were obtained by fitting either (2, 4) or (2, 3) after

(1) 2) giving the freed error correlations for adequately fitting models for

Model 2 between (1, 2), (2, 4) and (1, 3) and for Model 3 between (1, 2) (2, 3)

The 'estimates of the parameters for the different models is given in the tab1,4

bolo \together with estimates of the inconsistency, I. EstiMates of

are then\O taincd using the instrumental variable estimator of 0.989 and

, 1.014 of IV, given in Appendix 5b.

/ 17



Model 1

-.4 -

Model 2 Modi:1 3

1,2

1,3

1,4

.102

.041

-.017

.091

.039

.042

Error
Correlations 2,31

2,4 .016

2,5 -.01g

Estimates Test 0.73 0.74 0.780

IV1(3) 0.70 0.70 0.75

1V2(4) 0.62 0.63 0.59

IV1 -0.016 -0.015 -0.011

1.005 1.004 1.006

IV2 0.008 0.008 0.000

1.006 1.006 1 014

The corrected estimates oflq corresponding to the different instrumental

variable estimators arc very similar in Models 1 and 2 but.differ more

in Model 3. The Models 1, 2 also produce similar estimates

The ,estimates .of correlations between the underlying variables at each

age were found to be 0.981 using the corrected instrumental variables

estimator using estimates of error variance from the structural eqv:ations

analyiS and 0.976 directly from the structural equations analysis.
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pissing data in the NCDS: the u'e and evaluation of a method of Beale & Little

for qsainatilig partially missing response

[3, Russell Ccoh
The Problem

The NCDS study was by most standards remarkable for the high follow up rate

of respondents at earlier stages, 877 of the original birth cohort providing

at least partial responses at 16 years, 91% at 11years and at 7 years. Were

those who did nor respond at later stages different in any ways from the

overall, sample, particularly In ways which woald'affecttheir 16 year score?

Goldstein in Fogelman (1976) addresged himself to this question and found

a,tendency for non respondents at 16 years who responded at earlier stages

to come from disadvantaged groups at ages 7 and 11 including illegitimate

children, those who received special education and those exhibiting

"anti-social" behaviour in school, these catego:es providing 3 - 6% of the

Children in the survey.

In addition when those children with 16 year data were compared with those

Without, biases were found in county of residence, type of accommodation, the

direction of bias being such that the proportion of children in categories

associated with lower school attainment is underestimated when only children

with some data at 16 years are considered. The exception to this rule was

an over-representation of children from small families among those with no

data at 16 years.

Goldstein also carried out analyses of the change in test scores between 7 and

11 years for those with data at these ages and with and without data at 16 years.

The analyses considered the 7 year score as a covariate and either considered

theresponse contrast between those with some data at 16 years versus those without

or considered these categories separately in the latter case including Social Class

or number of children in Me household as a factor.
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Whilst the response/non response contrast was :significant for the mathematics

attainment no difference ia regression cot:Melt:et of 11 year on 7 year score
q

for -either mathematics orreading was found between those,with,some data,-

compared to those with no data at 16 years,though a difference between non

manual and Social Claps V- children- was increased for reading and mathematics

by 3 an '2% respectively. Extrapolating the response-non-response contrast

for mathematics to 16 years score gave ft bias of 0.05 years of attainment .when.,

estimates using the available-data are used. An explanation for the significant

l'

responsd7non-response contrast for mathematiCs attainment not being shown up

in a difference between regression coefficients i ;i the "responsC at 16 years"

group and the total group is the small percentage, 9%,who had no response at
O

16 years but who responded'at 7 and 11 years.

0

WO now ask how relevant such an analysis is Co the problem of non-respons, in more .

complex analyses of the NCDS data which examine relationships between a number

of variables at each age. Cramples are the analysis of Goldstein (1979) and the

instrumental variable estimation described in CI.11,fir 2. 2. . Both these
c

analyses require data which have responses on both attainment tests, teacher ratings'

and social class at each of the three ages 7, 11 and 16. This gives sample sizes

down to 5100 cases, less than a third of the over..11 sample and much less than

Ithe%8900 cases examined in Fogelman (1976) with relevant responses at 16 years.

All techniques which estimate the non-response bias need to make the assumption

that, given the information recorded, a non-respondent on a particular variable

is equivalent to a Jspondent. This is called the "missing at random" assumption

by Marini, Olsen and Rubin (1980), It can be seen that any descridion of

differences for instance, between children with and without 16 year data are

restricted to the variables measured at earlier ages. Moreover the analysis which

examined response bias at 16 years included onl- those children who were observed

on the variables included in the analysis at ages 7and 11 and even where only

attainment tests were considered, excluded 47% of. the total sample. The

assumption was made that these 53% were the same as the rest of the sample in-

20-
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the scores nt 7 and 11 years.

Before describing an annlywhich conceptualises missing.values more gencAlly0

we present an analysis which examines the difference between16 year, respondents"

and non respondents. where the "16 year respondents " grouphave responses on both

reading and mathematics attainments at 1G and both groups have -esponses on these

attainments at 7 and 11 years in addition to a measure of Social Clans at 7 years.

This analysis differs from that of Goldstein reported earlier in that out of

02864 having the responses at 7 and 11 ycars only 9420 (72.7N) have responses.

- ;at 16 years on both attainments (this sample being similar to that in Goldstein

"41(1979), Tables 2, 4).

. Table 1 gives the regression coefficients at 11 year on 7 year scores fo. both

attainments and the fitted constants Oorre:onding to social class at 7 years

when those with and without 16 year dato.are included.

TABLE / REGRESSION OF 11 YEAR ON 7 YEAR READING AND MATHEMATICS

ATTAINMENTS SEPARATELY WITH AND WITHOUT 16 YEAR SCORES

s--
11 on 7 Yr Regression

Coefficients

Social Class Fitted
Constants

Reading test All data

respondents

12864 0.61 0.l -0.08 -0.25

9420 0.G0 0.19 -0.09 -0.25

MathematicS
test

A14 data

161,year

12864 0.55 0.24 -0.10 -0.37

. respondents
onty

9420 0.54 0.25 -0.12 -0.40

12t
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.' Moth 7 and 11 year tests are standarised so the regression coefficients are

partial correlation coefficients when Social Class (in 3 categories) is

1

. CI

controlled for. The regression coefficients differ by 1-2% in the two croups and

Oe constants, fitted to social class categories differ by 7-10%. These
;

diffezeifceri tre Much larger than those given in Fogelman (1976) and raise the

question whether larger ,clifferences would be found if more data were excluded.

A morb general conception of missing values

,

We now consider a missing value pattern. A partidular pattern is obtained by
.

the set of variables on which the values are miss b and given a set of variables

of interest a variety of patterns will .occur. For instance in the previous

analysis just two patterns were considered, comnlete information on all selected

variables versus missing informati7n on one frr more 16 year attainments only.

GiVen,a sblect4on'of n vail.ables,the total inimber of possible missing yalue

patterns is 2n though not al: of these will always occur In general LL: more

variables that are considereiftne mo:e likely the "missing at random" assumption

is. to hold as differences on other brantables foe the cases ,which are missing on a

given variable lyre found.

The Beale and Little-method Sox estimating missing values7
1 e

Beale and Little (1975) examine methodn fo- estimating miising values whinh for

any missing value finds an estimate by the regression on the variables having

known values. The estimates are in turn taken as known. values for the

estimation of further, iiiissing values. The prooess is allowed to iterate until

convergence occurs., Six methods are compared, 5 of which are maximum likelihood

in some sense, 1 which ussi only ordina-y least squares estimation and 3 of

which use awcombination of both methods where firstly missing independent variables

are fitted by modified maximum likelihood using, the_ independent

variables only and then'a dependent variable is r.tted by weighted least squares

on the estimated values. The method used in this paper is Methed 6, one of the

last 3 methods where weights are estimated from the data. A more straightforward

method using; maximum likelihood estimatioe which does not require iteration is

given by Marini, °,1sen And Rubin (1980) whIch requires that the missing values

12.2
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be noted so that no cases occur which both have variable x missing and

variable yl)rcsent and vice versa. This is considered lfkely to apply to

longitudinal data where there is gradual exodus frpm the study but does

not occur in the NODS study and so-this method is not examined further,
3-

though non-nested ddta_can:p considered as lying between two nested _

bounds by excluding some of the values. In addition the method of Marini,

Olsen and Rubin requires normality of distributions of variables for the
-

&*desirable properties of the estimates to be shown, this not being necessary

for the least squares method of Beale _and Little -(1975).

Examination of the Beale and Little method in NCDS data

The,Reale and Little method produces consistent .estimates of the first

And second moments of all variables in'a dataset if the missing values are

-missing at ramio.:1; irrespective of the-distributional aspects of the data.

r
-

We now focus on the effect of using different sets of ancilliary variables for the;.----

estimation of-relationships between certain 'key' variables. The fact that theY-::-

177-tc* ; -

.:-- - relation of 7 to 11 year reading and mathematics tests differs for the

respondents and non-respondents at 16 years implies that given this set of

variables the 16 year test data are not 'missing at random'. So for the missing

16 year data using only / .and 11 year test-data to derive values for 16 year

data will give biased regression coefficients of 16 on 11 year data. However.

C

I

C.

C.
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using additional varin lcs,,social class and teacher rating measured at each age,

we have extra informations on individuals w

16 and in some cases even data at this age.

one or more test scores missing at Lige.

It is likely that for the cases having observations on these extra variables

this information can be used to reduce the inconsistency in the estimation of

parameters pertaining to the missing values. Two factors are likely to limit the

usefulness of this method. Firstly the dependency of themissincness"on variables ,

which are not included in the ancilliary variable set. For instance the non -res --

pondents at 16 years were found to be over represented in small families. If

this variable has an effect do the 16 year scores after controlling for the

ancilliary variables thch estimates will be inconsistent. Secondly the

ancilliary variables are often themselves missing in many of the observations

with missing values on the 16 year scores,' F,r these cases the ancilliary

variables can only tic used indirectly through the preliminary estimation of the

missing values of the ancilliary variables through other variables.

However, the use of social class and also measures of attainment at 16 years as

-:"

ancilliary variables is expected to control to some extent for the

dependency of thc"missirgness of the test data on other factors.

fy

The following analysis examines the effect of the-interpolation OT missing values

using various subsets of ancilliary variables on various estimates of the relation ,

of 16 year to 11 year and of 11 year to 7 year tests of reading.

These values are compared to those obtained by using only cases with values on all

these variables and using cases with values on all variables involved directly in

estimation of the parameters associated with 16 year and 11 year tests and the

relationship between thorn.
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The data and tho missing value patterns

10 variables were included, these being tests of reading attainment and teacher.

'ratings of rending and Social Class at each of these ages 7, 11 and 16 and also

a test of General Ability la 11 years. The key variables were the reading tests

at ages 11 and 16 and the teacher rating of reading nt age 11, other'

variables being ancilliary. Excluding cases with no observation on any of these

variables left 17070 cases. 231 out of the 1024 possible missing value patterns

were found and of these 5 each accounted for greater than 3% of the data and a

further 12 for between 1 and 3% of the data. These are given in Tablet where 0

denotes the value of this variable being missing and 1 present.

TABLE 2 Missing value patterns accounting for greater than 1% of the data
. (all lists and teacher ratings are of-reading attainment

test 7tr 7sc tr llisc llitest 16Itr 16isc 161freq %
general 'test 111
ability 111II

1
1 ! 1 1 ---I-- IL"c31-? 3% 1 f

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 0

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

10 1

1: 0

1 ;152;

''' 1 0

0 1

0', 1 1

0 0

1 1 '1 1 1 1 6114 35.8-
t

1 1 1 1 1 0 1795 10.5-

1 1 1 0 0 1 923 5.4,

-1 1 1 0 0 0 1378 8.1.

0 0 0 0 1 0 577 3.4t 1 1

1 '.-- 1 1 0 , 1 1 256 1.5

1 0 1 '205 1,2

1 1 0 1 1' . 1 437 2.6 I

1 1 0 1 1 0 255 1.` -

1r : 1 0 0 ' 0 0 195 1.1

0 0 1 1' 1 1 334 2.0' ']

o o 0 1 1 1 301 1.8

0 0 0 1 1 0 176 1.0

1 1 1 1 1 1 216 1.2

1 1 1 1 1 341 2.0

0 0 0, 1 1 1 236 1.4 :

0 0 1 1 04 166 1.0

13827 81.6
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Only 50.5% of the data conform to patterns where all data at a given age are

either present or absent and po much information on missing values is generally

provided by other data colleeted at the same occasion. 28% of the data has

information missing only at 16 years and 19.8% had observations on teacher

ratings arid or on the general ability test which were hot on the reading test
...

of that age pr vice versa.

The Beale and Little program was run on a random sample of 919 cases, this being

near the maximum mple'size within computer meMory limitation. It was

found that a reordering of the data on thn three test variables to bring similar

missing value patterns. together in the ordering improved the performance bisa

factor of'70.j and so this was done for all runs. Estimates were obtained for

the full data of the mean test scores on the reading test at 7,.11 and,16 years

and the mean values of the teacher ratings of reading at 7 and 11 years. Also

obtained 'were the ordiriary least squares and instrdMental variable regression

coefficient of 16 year on 11 year and 11 year'on 7 year' reading tests and the

derived reliability estimates of the reading tests at 11 and 7 years.as outlined

'in 04/2 2_ -The instrumental variablerused ill the :two regressions' were

the teacher ratings of reading at 11 years and 7 years respectiyely.

Ten runs were made. The first two, numbers 1, la,did nol- use the missing values

program and gave zstimiaes
Te^tx:ctiVoly Are the data c.'Ls with complietvvalues

of all key and ancilliary variable::
and for the data sets with

_
,complete values of the key variables only. These are called the complete case

(Al is.004:1*

and "key" datasets respectively. Datasets 2-9 gave estimatesesing different

values of ancilliary variables generated according to the following pattern.

°.
4

1 2 6

;



Social Class

Ancilliary attainment
menstiee

11 year data
on ancilliary variables 2

No 16 year data on-
ancilliary variables 6

4,5 3

8,9 7

Here + denotes the inolusion of the particular ancilliary variable and the

exclusion. The ancilliary attainment measure includes the teacher ratings and

also the general ability test at 11 years. Runs 4 and 5 differ by excluding

.in run 5 the teacher rating at 11 years. Similarly for runs 8,9. Runs 6-9
I

.

--,7

exclude all 16 year variables from the data and so exclude respectively social

class and teacher rating; Social clasS; teacher rating at 16 years in runs 6; 8,

Run 2 includes all ancilliary variables.

The analysis of the means and of the regression coefficients is considered

separately.

The means of the .-tiveckey variables and the 7 year teacher rating are. given here

for each of runs 1, la, 2.

tests teacher ratings
Run No. Sample size 7 year 11 year 16 year 7 year 11 year

1 (4..,/6/4(.4,024 28.8 0.11 0.11 2.71 2.77

in (k..) / 0.09 0.09 / 2.80

2 ,,u,....h.,:7)111 27.5 0.04 0.07 2.86 2.86

All Other runs 3-9 gave estimates close to run 2.

Expressing tho changes between runs relative to the estimated standard deviation

in the estimated dataset 2, these were in perCentages.
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Run

c,/k(WI e ( IN .h..4 AM)

7'year
tests

11 veer 16 year
teacher rating

7 Year 11 year

1 v in 2.8 1.4 / 3.6

in v 2 / 5.5 9.3 / 7.2

1 v 2:,, / 3.1 8.3 16.7 21.2 10.8

4- 0 0

The values in the row 2 v 3-9 are the maximum difference between any of runs 3-9

and run 2 and shows that even using only the Jl year attainments measures as

ancilliary variables (run 7) gives values very close to the estimates obtained

using all ancilliary variables (a maximum difference of 0.006, in the 16 year

test, ever"found). In contrast the estimation using ancilliary data produced

estimatessubstantially different(max 9.3% on 16 year test) from the "key" dataset

and this in turn produced estimates difierdng in the same direction from,the

complete case datasets (maximum difference 3,6% in 11 year teacher rating).

The estimates for the regression and reliability coefficents are given in Table 3.
ON f#.' peISL.

Percentage change between runs shows the following:

% change. 30,4(11,16) ,`(11, 16) r'-(11) /4J7,11) (rip, 11) r(7)

runsl v la 7.5 4.9 2.8 / / /
la v 2 0.5 1.3 0.9 . / / /
1 v 2 8.0 6.2 1.9 ' 1.2 5.0 5.8

2 v 3-9 0.5 1:2 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.2

Here for the regression coefficients the differences between the runs using the

different ancilliary variables (max. 1-2% for rt,,,s ) are small in relation
4

to :the ifference between complete case and"full use of ancilliary variables"

datasets (1Iv 2max difference 8.0% in 7 (11,16). However, the estimate of

reliability at 11 years shows compar.able variation (1,1% v 1.9%). In contrast to

the means, these coefficients showed larger variation between the "complete case"

and "key" data sets than between the key and corrected datasets, the latter

difference being comparable to that between the corrected datasets. Notice that

no information is available on the key datnsets for the relation between 7 and 11
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year tests and for the 7 year variables as the 7.year variables are not included

in the set of key yafiAbles..

Table 3 shows that the runs excluding 16 year data give the same pattern to the

estimates as thoso including 16 year data. However, systematic changes are found

with inclusion of extra ansilliary variables with at ooc extreme the inclusion

of only social class at 11 yearg (run 9) and of only social class at 11 years and
..

ancilli:ry attainments at 11 years,(run 8) producing no change from the "key"

dataset in the Av-ea (11 06) and /(11,"16) respectively. Deletion of 1 of the
.rkz.

ancilliaty variables at each age, as in runs 3, 4, produced small changes in the

regression and reliability coefficeints as did deletion of variables measured at

'age 16 (run 6).

Table3

Run No.

1(complete case)

la (key)

2 (all ancill-
i

,3

4

5

6

.7

'Effect on regression and reliability coefficents of estimation using
different combinations of ancillfaryvariablei

8

9

CONCLUSIIIS

The estimates of instrumental regression and reliability coeffficients given in iai3. ,.c.

obtained _on a dataset which involved deletion of cases on-which tests or teacher
ratings on a number of attainments and social class had missing values at any age.
These included 27.5% of the total cases, a similar percentage to the 32.1% of the

(11,16)
0,4

0.71p

0.768

Av(11,16)

0.883

0.929

r(11)

0.804

0.827

4(7,11)

0.0590

is,1(7,11)

' 0.0811

0.772 0.941 0.820 0.0597 0.0772

..
0.774 0.940 0.323 0.0596 0.0771

0.770 0.930 0.829 0.0594

0.768 - 0.0593 -

0.772- 0.936 0.824 0.0595 0.0772

0.773 0.936 0.826 0.0595 0.0772

0.771 0.929 0.829 0.0593

0.768 v 0.0593

r(7)

0.728

0.723

0%773

-

0.771

0.771

''complete case" data above. The present analyses suggest that the "complete case"
data shows biases in relation to the dataset deleting cases on

A key variables, the/
"key" dataset, both in regression coefficients and reliability estimates

and to a smaller extent in mean values. .

1
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analysis of non respon,le of Goldstein (in Fegelman(19761 is on different data

than the "'complete case" data used in some analyses in Goldstein (1979) and on

analyses in NfrX . Furthermore these analyses,in selecting non-responses on

one test variable only,did not adequately reveal the effect of non-response.

The interpolation procedue for missing values of Beale and Little allows an

increase in the effective information utilised in the data. This gives further

changes the estimates usually in the same direction as between "complete cate"

and "key" datasets, These are large in comparison to the previous difference.

for the mean values and differ little when different sets of ancilliary variables

are used. In contrast for the regression and reliability estimates further

changes are -of the same order as that between "complete case" and "key" datasets,

that for the instrumental' variable estimate of regression of 16 year on 11 score

being 1.:31 and for the reliability of 11 years score being 0 7%. In addition the

use of different sets of ancilliary variables gave different estimates within

roughly the same range. If the estimates obtained from the use of different

subsets of ancilliary variables were reasonably constant we could be reasonably

happy in concluding, given the range of variables used, that the total effect

of "laisSingness" was largely taken up by these variables. As it is,it is possible

that further controls using extra ancilliary variables will produce further

changes in the coefficients, perhaps of the order of 1-2%.

o*.

The missing values interpolation program has been shown to be effective in

utilising information, on other relevant variables and the characteristics of the

data are seen to effect the estimates, particularly of the "higher order"

statistics such as regression end, reliability estimates. Unlike many other

interpolation techniques (see Marini3Olsen and Rubin, 1980) the Beale and Little

technique' produces unbiased estimates of these quantities when a certain

assumption about the missing values given the observed data, the "missing at.,

random" assumption, hold. The consistent change in coefficients as more and more

data in the study is utilised is seep as evidence that the correction of missing

values using those and possibly other variables should be n prerequisite for further

1,30
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analyses with the data. Remlining problems for study rare the calculation

of the effective degrees of freedom of the corrected data, the sampling

variability of the estimates produced and the utility of these estimates

with data where the proportion of mil.sing values is large (the present data

had only 21% of the total data on the 10 variables missing).

71
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W ERROR IN SOCIAL CLASS
..-

Iiii0tN4tx- 0
Or

REGRESSION OF ATTAINMENT ON SCHOOL SOCIAL MIX WITHIN SOCIAL CLASS - EFFrCT

INTHCOUCTION

By Russell Lcob

Schooling tends to be competitive: in terms of measured

. attainment for example, some pupils succeed while others fail. It could be

argued'that our education system is geared to produce just this result, but

much educational research seeks the social determinants of academic success

2

as an aid to understanding inequalisty in society in broader terms, and also

as.a guide to educational policies that might reduce inequality.

\\The social class of a child's parents - usually measured by occupational

categories by British studies - has long been acknowledged as one of the most

ilportant determinuntsof later academic success. The 'social mix' of a

school has been seen as of additional importance, particularly because it 1.5

amenable to change as a policy tool - viz the interest in bussing of pupils

and the advocacy of socially mixed schools as opposed to community or

neighbourhood schoolin0

A long-established atrategy (for redistribution of
eductional resourdes) is through the soeially.mixed
school where it is assumed that not only will children
from all social backgrounds' have the same access to
resources but also, because of the presence of children
who know how to demand, use and respond to resources
effectively, those who would not otherwise do-so fully
will come to do so.

(Eggleston, 1977, p 61)

In educational research, the framnwork for assessing the effect on pupil

attainment is expressed by the linear model: \\\

.1, # fl) r C

C

-

Whore y is pupil attainment, often a standardised test score;\ \



-0(i iff the advantage to a pupil, of social class 1;

x. is the advantage to all pupils in a school clue to its social
mix x; and

E is the resiHunl attainment, assumed random.

The estimated coefficients (°(i) represent nn average social class effect within

schools. The estimated/3 represents the effect of school social mix, net of any'

differences dmtapupil social class. In practice, of course, the model is"

elaborated by the addition of further controls at both pupil and school levels,

such as the pupil's sex, family M2ie, ethnic origin and previous performance,

and school size, type and location.

An early and influential report from the United States that examined this model

found 'chool social mix to be the most important single determinant of attainment:

"Schools are remarkably similar in the way they relate to the achievement of

their pupils when the socio-economic background of the students is taken into

account" (Coleman et al, 1966, p 21). In Britain, Joan Barker' Lunn (1971)

found a similar result; the Iner,London Education Authority's 'Literacy Survey'

also found,children of all social classes attaining better in the schools with

more non-manual pupils in them, though the effect was greater for non-manual

children than for working class children (Mabey, 1974); the Plowden Report on

primary schooling (1967) advocated socially mied schools as one method of

assisting disachiantaged children. A summary and discussion of research on

-school social"mix and pupil attainment is given by Simpson (1981)

Social class is prone to measurement error. Most of the studies mentioned have

relied on the pupil's teacher for an assessment of their parental occupation, an

assessment which is knop not to be especially reliable.

This article is concerned with the effect that measurement error in social class

categories will have on the coefficients of model (1) above. In particular,

the estimated nehool social mix effect is shown to be considerably inflated by

such measurement error.

1.33"

s
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.UNIT OP AGGREGATION FOR SOCIAL MIX
5

The models we present are,general in as much as the Social Mix is considered

in relation to any aggregate of inpliqduals. This an be either a classroom and

year group or41 whole school, and different choices may be more reasonable in

different contexts. We will use the word 'group' in the following description.

'It should be noted that in the example used later, from the ILEA Literacy Survey,

this denotes year group as information is only_available on year groups, not on

individual classrooms. In the examples given in the introduction the unit

of aggregation was 'the school.

The unit of analysis in 4ach case is the individual, who is conceived ;of as.

having three relevant items'of information; attainment, social class,and social

.mtx of the group of which he/she is a member

A MODEL' WITH TWO SOCIAL CLASSES

We consider first the simple model comprising two soc/ iml classes (1,2) with the

same proportion in the population. We denote the true social class by S
T

and

the obseryed social class by S
o

and we suppose that the error of observation

is such,that'the conditional probabil-ty of observing the wrong social class is

, independent of the true social class.

Thus r (S0,11 (Se 2- 1 S-T "7"

.

We suppose also-that the relation of attainment to Social Mix is linear

within each true social class, having the same slope for each individu(l

social class and, that each group is of thesame size (n). For simplicity

we use the total number, R, in the group who arc in social class 1 as the

independent variable to represent the social mix.

We aim to express the observed slope in relation to the true slope and will

expect the relationship to depend on three fac oIrs:

(a) difference of intercept of the true regression lines, assumed parallel;

(b) the distribution 'of social class mix within each true social class:and

their central tendencies;

124,,
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(c) The conditional misclassification probability, p, whiCh is assumed to be

indpendeut of the Social Class Mix (SCM), and of attainment.

Let us first make the additional assumption that there is no outside influence

on class formation. Vie will later allow for outside influence.

If R = no of Social Class members in the group, then

1
Given R = r, P (true Social Class 1 member is observed)

r= -
n

Using the relationship, r(sTir-OP(gsr = P (5i'lktr)e(g.-f,)

P (g. r /C r') 1(;-',)(1)

Similarly

;

Thus, the conditional distributions are identical, and binomial apart from
flu e,1 4 -1z..: ' A,

A n+1achange in central tendency; the mean,of,ST = 1
,. 2
being ---- and of

A
S
T

= 2

v't (17)
y

r: . - ,

(1-,.9 r

distribution being
n-1

This analysig will later be adapted to alIow.for outside Influences on class

formation by supposing the two dis-trlbutions are as follows

Cr- ,) (i)

2,)
)117) '4g

1
i

where n) k ?1 Useful values or may be estimated from the observed data

making Allow:mcc for the effect df measurement error. The reasonableness of the

r- 0, --
a, . - ,

binomial distributional assumption in this case will be tested on observed data.
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Now lot the equations for the true social classes be

(.1 el% 4 41 for Social Class 1

r e

where

for Social Class 2

true regression coefficient
0

whore 'y = attainment (possibly corrected for intidce)'

and- x = no,in Social Class 1

and where the errors are assumed to be identically and independently normally

vdistributed.

The slope of the relation of attainment (y) to Social Mix (x) within observed

socfnl class 1 is obtained by fitting a straight line to the following situ,tion:

attainment (y)

0' 1 4A

7t.

Then 73A, ,

Mwhcre i
j

denotes socx-21 class and n; is the numbcr in the group in soci%1 class t,

observed with probability (1-1 )

observed with probability.
'

1;:here P6,) is the overall probAility 6f obserring x andu

vhere x. in the deviation fro:. the over..11 mean , .

'where ('-pK1)/

(or more generally
' (-r)( ) e

if is mean of social mix for Social Class 1; ,tl, :/tA % r

' if ,/p is mean of social mix for. Social Class 2, t. 1-1)

of more generally,

,`) p)
c ;

1 36

2.

3
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41.

0
ubstituting for and summing the separate components of the quadratic

erMa-we- Eat: 1-1

"4-)

e CI r) f (n--1)4. ,

or, Ree
tee,

poOg.2-

1-

(2)

let j be_defined by /37.1,% j /04-do then when j = 1 the effect of changing

:s.ocial class is the same as the maximum effect of social mix within social class.

Then for, various valued of K = n, j and p we calculate the multiplying fraction,

f, where, ;44 f

where,- approxibaiely,
1

where. k = 1 we get

O

73. fir ( 1. "( K 4 l<)/4" I<P(, -r)

-,--aud when k I!

(3)
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Values of f are given in Thble 1 for different values of P
ij

and K where n = 30.

To obtain plausible values of p we use data on repented observations of reported

social class from the British Election Study and the Oxford Social Mobility Study.

These studies are described in Appendix // and give respectively values of

of 0.02 and 0.0/ . It is not known how the size of error of measurement fromt

pupils'reports compares with these but we would expect them to be at least as

'high.

' TABLE 1: - VALUES OF

p =-0-02

. %
.

p = 0.05

FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF (v. AND K

(k=1) 0.1 0.2 0.5

. j 0.2- 1.39 2.27
.

3.63
,

6.4

0.5 1.16 1.57 2.05 3.16

1, 1.08 1.25 1.53 -.7 2.08

_
,

' J 0.2 1.95,: 4.28 7,0 8.59

0.5 1.38 2.31 3.4 4.03

1 1.19 1.66 2.20 2.52

EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL TO SOCIAL CLASSES WITH DIFFERING PROPORTIONS

Let q = the overall proportion of true social class 1

The Conditional Binomial, distributions now become

e 15.7.1) th-0 cv, (

f(K:. r ST )

This difference only enters in one term in equation (3) the value of f becoming

-f (II- (i Le 11-1) j)1

There is little overall effect on_f of differences in q in the range .4 z.q 4. 0.6.

Morc extreme valuel; within range 0..3 4 q 4. 0.7 have little effect also when

k = 0.5 for the va ues of p in the range given though when k = 0.1 or less

the term involving q(17q) dominates the deAominator. We illmtrate in

cit..144:4,,, mi.( it. rI l b u,t 0 of
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". 8

:Tablo 2 tho effect on f of varying q when there is no outside

,L; ,:'

- influence on class formntion(k:- ). The value of 0.2 is used for j this.

not effecting the relative influence of variation in q.
-';:

,

;
;.--. -

34- /
17.,' TABLE 2 ,VALUES ,OF f , p) csasti-,FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF

0.1 0.2 0.3 '0.4 0.5 q
1.-..- ',t

c '
1

i'-:'

i. ,. il = 0.02 2.12 1.63 1.48 1.42 1.40

10,.= 0.05 : 3.68 2.52 2.16

?:. =

-1:

For more than two social classes the aoove analysis can be adapted, taking

social classes in pairs and redefining the Social Mix to be the relative number _.,

1
in egch class. The analysis only striely' applies however when the sum of individuals

in the two social classes under consideration is Constant in every group and it '

,
1

does not eakeaccount of the influence of social classes not included.

. APPLICATION TO DATA FROM THE ILEA LITERARY SURVEY

Data on attainment of all 17564 pupils aged 8 in 503 ILEA schools in 1968 4

were used.

The value of ...,..-1 = nfir/e.e,-,40

,---k.
?..

,
, is not directly calculable as it depends on the unknown parameters , °<,,-(1_

-
:

of the true regression lines. However, /2 and /5i arc found to be
t,

.0-0er

related by the cequation
P q

0

(0e, 'o,-Pr 144,.,

(1-1,)(fa :0(1- 2 4 (4)

3

As n, the size of the year group is not constant, the avernge value is

used. The social class division is that between manual and non-manual.

-;

139
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'The following values of the parameters wee found;

n =43:21

k = 6:708

q = 0.234

(e4C, ,-,..);a: = -6.867

- From Equation 4 we obtain for, for r -_- 0 02_

;

4 ?

;

77- 7.' fiAi- --
Z

and for p , 0-0( , 0 3-7. .7.. -

...,...;
So, using the conservative estimate of 0.02 for p a reduction of 42% of /3

from its former value is obtained, the influence of social mix changing sign between

this and the higher estimate of'ineasurement error.
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APPENDIX 10

A DESCRIPTION OF TWO DATASETS USED TO ESTIMATE MEASUREMENT ERROR 1121CIAL

CLASS

1. THE BRITISH ELECTION STUDY (BITS)

By Russell Ecob

-

Rein-tel.-View data gathered eight,months apart was obtained from the

British Election Study of the University of Essex, dil-ected by 1_

Professor Bo Sarlvik and Ivor .Crewe and conducted in Fe4ruary and

OctobeT 1974, each interview following a General Election. Out of a

sample of 1830 interviewed at both times, 1656 individuals were

selected where the respondent was employed at both/times. The analysis

was on the 1097 reporting their own occupation el minating those wives

reporting their husband's occupation. The data was taken from an

analysis by Fox and Alt,(1976). Detailed job escriptions were obtained

frOm the same 11>ereon in both surveys and these were allocated to

Occupational Unit Groups (OUG's). For the OUG's which were different
. e

4 at each occasion, a distinction was made b tween "genuine" and "spurious"

change. The genuine changes in OUG are those believed to be caused by.
a genuine change in job, the spurious changes being those which, on

\examination of all occupation-related aterialt were believed to be caused

by a descriptioh of the same job in a different way on each occasion.

In addition, some changes in OUG are caused by coder error on either

occasion. The reliability of class coding is investigated on

the,subsample formed by climinat 41g those " genuine" OW changes constituting

3.4% of the total sample which cause a change ih social class.

2 THE OXFORD SOCIAL MOBILITY S4UDY (OSMS)

The Oxford Social Mobili y Study consists of a national survey in 1972 of

10309 men aged betweg 20 and 64, resident in England and Wales who were

/-
asked about their own and thoir father's education, their present occupation

L.12



and their father's occupation when they were 14. Two years 3ater

a reliability study was undertaken (Hope, Graham and Schwarz, 1979)

which involved re-interviewing a representative 10% of the sample.

The present data given in Table 2 comprises those 565 subjects who,

when re-interviewed in 1974, maintained that their occupation was

the same as that in 1972. This subsample has been shown to be

representative of thc; complete sample. In terms of the six Registrar

General's Classes, 28% of the subjects showed a change in Social Class

in this period and for the aggregation into three classes given here,

the figure was 10.3%.

The, following breakdown into manual and non-manual social classes was

found at:each Interviewoccasion for the two.Studieg:

'nm, m
'.

....
.

BES nm 553 19 OSMS nm 164 28

m 21 441 m 18 355

Assuming that the conditional misclassification probabilities (P) are

identical for both classes, we obtain a value of 0.0195 for the RESstudy

and a value of 0.042 for the OSMS study.

4,

1 4 3


